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DEAR FELLOW WATCH CONNOISSEURS,
Welcome to Issue No. 3 of Lettres du Brassus.
In this issue we highlight the new Fifty Fathoms collection which debuted at the 2007 Basel
fair. Our team of watchmakers and designers thoroughly
re-imagined each and every element of the Fifty Fathoms
to arrive at what you see on these pages. Of course no
story on the Fifty Fathoms collection would be complete
without an historical retrospective on how Blancpain Fifty
Fathoms watches have defined diving watches since their
pioneering introduction in 1953. As part of the unveiling
of the new Fifty Fathoms we are pleased to introduce the entirely new 1315 automatic
calibre. This is a second major base movement in less than 12 months and signals Blancpain’s
continual devotion to the technical excellence of our timepieces. Enjoy this third issue and
don’t forget to visit our new website. We have brought a new look and flair to our Internet
portal, including new special animations that accompany our article on the Fifty Fathoms.

I hope you enjoy our third issue!

Marc A. Hayek
President and CEO Blancpain
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THE HISTORY OF THE
FIFTY FATHOMS
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

ow did Blancpain come to create the

H

itary applications. In the aftermath of World

stay the supply of oxygen). A second, and

Fifty Fathoms, which almost at once

War II, at the initiative of two heroes of the

perhaps somewhat less obvious need was

achieved the status of an icon and which has

Free French Forces, Captain Robert “Bob”

timing for navigation purposes. After run-

defined the qualities of fine diving watches

Maloubier and Lieutenant Claude Riffaud,

ning tests of the watches then available on

for the entire industry ever since? Like most

the French military created what many con-

the market, Maloubier concluded that none

great achievements, the Fifty Fathoms was

sidered to be its most select and closed

were up to the task. Thus, he decided to

the product of passion. In this case the pas-

group, the combat divers. The mission of

undertake the conception of a timing instru-

sion of Jean-Jacques Fiechter, Blancpain’s

this elite group of frogmen was undersea

ment that would target the needs of military

CEO from 1950 to 1980. Fiechter was a diver,

intelligence gathering and acts of sabotage

combat diving. Mauloubier drew up detailed

and for him the creation of a great diving

such as attacks in sea ports or destruction of

specifications for his diving watch and

watch was more than a routine new product

ships, all accomplished by teams of divers

farmed them out for bidding. Unfortunately,

introduction – it was the opportunity to bring

often working at night.

the reception from industry was decidedly

together two of the driving pursuits of his

Beyond their diving tanks, scuba regula-

cool, with one of the commercial directors of

life, watches and the sea. Thus, when

tors, masks, flippers and suits, Maloubier

the firm LIP even commenting that such a

approached by the French military, it was the

and Riffaud understood the importance of

timepiece “would have no future”.

project for which he had been waiting.

robust and reliable diving instruments, of

It seems at the time the watch industry

Although today, the popularity of diving

which there were three: a compass, a depth

was focused elsewhere, in particular on

watches extends far beyond the sea – being

metre and a diving watch. The watch was

watches for aviation. Diving watches were

de rigueur in 50th floor conference rooms for

central to many of the key tasks confronting

too far removed from this realm.

business meetings in suit and tie – the roots

the divers. Of course the timing of the dive

Finally, however, the two French naval offi-

of diving timepieces spring from serious mil-

was an essential (it would not to do to over-

cers came into contact with Mr. Fiechter of

1953

1953

1953

1953-55

1953-55

First model of the Fifty
Fathoms. Diameter 42mm.

LIP model Fifty Fathoms,
released in 1953.

Another LIP Fifty Fathoms
model. Diameter 41mm.

LIP Fifty Fathoms with
humidity indicator on the
dial.

Very rare French military
diving school model.
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President John F. Kennedy meets US Navy Seals, wearing Fifty Fathoms Rayville Tornek diving watches.

Bob Maloubier, circa 1955, wearing his Fifty Fathoms.
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Blancpain. With Fiechter’s personal passion
for and fascination with diving, he needed
little convincing. Blancpain quickly agreed to
develop the timepiece for the Ecole des
nageurs de combat (Combat Diving School)
which Maloubier and Riffaud commanded.
Maloubier describes his first meeting with
Blancpain:
“Finally a small watch company, Blancpain,
agreed to develop our project which envisioned a watch with a black dial, bold large
numerals and clear markings: triangles,
circles, squares; a rotatable exterior bezel
which repeated the markings of the dial. We
wanted at the start of a dive to be able to set
the bezel opposite the large minute hand in
order to mark the time. We wanted each of
the markings to shine like a star for a shepherd.”
Fiechter, an experienced diver, had his own
ideas. First, he decided that the rotating bezel
which the specifications called for, should be
refined so that it would rotate in only one
direction. Thus, at no time could a diver inadvertently turn the bezel so as give an indication that the dive started later than it had; any

First model of the Fifty Fathoms.

mistakes would shorten a dive rather than
lengthen it beyond the air supply. Of course
he knew that the watch had to be waterresistant. To ensure that the case itself would

LIKE MOST GREAT ACHIEVEMENTS, THE

be highly water-resistant, Fiechter elected
to incorporate a screw-on case back. To avoid

FIFTY FATHOMS WAS THE PRODUCT

a patent on screw-down crowns he conceived
a double “O-ring” system. Further he realised

OF PASSION, IN THIS CASE THAT OF JEAN-JACQUES

that manual winding risked wear on the
waterproofing system for the crown, so he

FIECHTER, BLANCPAIN'S CEO FROM 1950 TO 1980.

decided that the movement would have

1960

1960

1960

1960

1965-70

US Navy model.

US MIL-SPEC Navy model.
Large size: 41mm.

Small-size civilian model.
35mm.

Civilian model sold by LIP.

Large-size civilian model.
41mm.
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to feature automatic winding, minimising the

at the time enjoyed a relationship with

number of times that the crown would need

Jacques Cousteau, selling his inventions

to be pulled out. Finally, he felt that protec-

including his famed diving regulator valve.

tion from magnetic fields was required for a

Through this connection Cousteau learned

timepiece which would be used in the harsh

of the Blancpain Fifty Fathoms watch, select-

conditions of combat. Combining his specifi-

ing it for use in the historic dives chronicled

cations with those of Maloubier/Riffaud,

in the film “Silent World”, both an Oscar

Fiechter had his design goals.

winner and winner of the Palme d’Or at the

It is remarkable that the set of characteris-

Cannes Film Festival in 1956.

tics which Blancpain and the French Navy

Meanwhile other navies followed the lead

jointly developed in 1953 have ever since

of the French in selecting the Blancpain Fifty

defined the finest diving watches: high

Fathoms for their divers. The Israeli, Spanish,

water resistance, robust protected crown

German and US navies were all key

systems, automatic winding, black dials with

Blancpain customers.

clear luminescent markings, uni-directional

It was not always easy to achieve this wide

rotating bezels with timing markings, anti-

military acceptance. For example the US mil-

magnetic protection.

itary placed a variety of obstacles in the way

There was one last touch which Blancpain

of any non-US watch producer. Under the

added to the design. At the six o’clock posi-

then existing “Buy American Act” American

tion on the dial, a humidity indicator was

producers were given a 25% price advantage

added. In the form of a small circle, the indi-

over foreign competitors. The jewels used in

cator showed blue if the air in the case was

the watch had to be sourced from a supplier

dry. If water had penetrated, the colour would

in Missouri. Fortunately for Blancpain, there

change to pink, as a warning.

was an advocate for the Fifty Fathoms who
believed in the watch, Allen Tornek. Tornek

Anniversary Edition Fifty Fathoms from 2003,
a highly sought-after collectors’ piece.

B

lancpain’s pioneering effort was named

had become an acquaintance of Jean-

the “Fifty Fathoms” after the British mea-

Jacques Fiechter through their common

surement of 50 fathoms, or approximately

passion for diving. When he learned of the

91.45 metres, which was at the time consid-

US military’s bid for tenders, Tornek imme-

ered the maximum depth which a diver could

diately thought of Blancpain. However, to

achieve with the oxygen mixture then in use.

meet the requirements of the bidding

For both commercial and administrative

process, he had to deal with the labyrinth of

reasons, the French Navy elected to pur-

laws standing in his way, such as the Missouri

chase all of its diving equipment, including

source for jewels. Tornek’s solution was

the Blancpain diving watches, through a sin-

straightforward; he simply bought the

gle source, Spirotechnique, located on the

Missouri jewels and, finding them inferior,

left bank in central Paris. This same business

threw them away. Tornek won the bidding

1965-70

1965

1968

1970

1965-70

Civilian model with antiradiation symbol on the dial.

German military model.

Large-size civilian model,
with date.

Civilian model, 37mm.

Large-size civilian model.
Outfitted with
internal shield case.
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process, and delivered the watches to the US

diving watches, it achieved similar success in

military under two names, “Blancpain

the civilian arena. At the time, mechanical

Tornek” and “Rayville Tornek” (Rayville was a

divingwatches were not considered an horo-

name used by Jean-Jacques Fiechter for

logical luxury. They were serious instruments

some of the Blancpain production).

and part of the required kit for any diver.

Like many of the military watches, the

Logically, then, diving watches were princi-

Tornek series complied with particular military

pally not sold in fancy jewellery stores, but

specifications. Indeed, the Tornek series

instead in the same shops where a diver

watches bear the label “MIL-SPEC 1” on the

would source his tanks, scuba regulator, suit,

dial. One element commonly found in the mil-

face mask and other diving equipment.

itary specifications dealt with the luminosity of

Accordingly a substantial percentage of

the dial and bezel markings. In the US case, as

Blancpain’s historic production of the Fifty

in the case of many other military units, it was

Fathoms was sold under the name of the

required that the Fifty Fathoms use radioactive

diving shop supplying the rest of the diving

material, such as Promethium 147, so that the

equipment. Perhaps the most famous of

indications would “glow” in the night condi-

these shops sold products under the name

tions envisioned for many dives. These MIL-

“Aqualung”. “Aqualung” was the name

SPEC materials were fearsome, even by the

Jacques Cousteau bestowed upon his line of

rather casual standards of the day that applied

diving equipment, centred on his pioneering

to radioactive elements. The cases bore an

development of the first truly useable scuba

inscription reading “DANGER. IF FOUND

air regulator. Cousteau’s Aqualung regulator

RETURN TO NEAREST MILITARY FACILITY”.

can rightly be credited with giving birth to

Blancpain recognised that it needed a way

modern scuba diving. And the diving watch-

to distinguish its military Fifty Fathom pro-

es sold in his stores were Blancpain’s bearing

duction from its civilian production, and the

the label “Aqualung”.

particular problem it had in mind was the use

Not only were the Blancpain Fifty Fathom

of radioactive coatings. To demark civilian

watches the inspiration for all of the diving

watches, that of course used no radioactive

watches that have copied its list of features,

products of any kind, Blancpain seized on the

in some ways they can be seen as trend set-

idea of a special dial legend. Using the uni-

ters for the large-size watches that are so

versal symbol for radioactivity, the three

fashionable generally today. The style of the

semi-triangles arrayed around a circle,

50s dictated that wrist watches had to be

Blancpain indicated the absence of such

small. It was the norm that men’s watches

products by using the red strike through the

were but 32 – 34mm in diameter. This size,

symbol and placed this legend in a prominent

appropriate for a dress watch, did not suit

place, above 6 o’clock, on the dial.

the mission for a serious dive watch. Where

As the Blancpain Fifty Fathoms established

legibility was critical, as the saying goes, size

itself as the worldwide standard for military

matters. So the Fifty Fathoms broke with the

French military diver, circa mid-1960s.

A “thank you” letter written by the Captain
of the sailing vessel “Saint Briac”, who
used Fifty Fathoms timepieces for navigation
on a round-the-world sail.

1975

1975

1975

1975

1975

Large-size 1975 model with
calibre AS 2063 movement.

Model with calibre
R 586 movement.

Large-size model with
monobloc case back. 42mm.

Model with calibre
AS 1902/03 movement.

Rayville large size
with CD 2873 calibre.
Crown at 4 o'clock.
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Version of the Fifty Fathoms
presented at the 1968 Salon
Nautique (Diving Show).
Note the anti-radiation
dial marking.

fashion of its time and offered large diameters to improve legibility.
Over the years, Blancpain offered a host of
styling variants of the Fifty Fathoms. Some
had cushion style cases, others stick markers
in place of triangular ones, some with more
pointed hands than others. However, in all
instances they shared the same DNA adhering to the general specifications laid out by
Maloubier and Fiechter in 1953.
More recently, the Basel fair of 2003 saw
the debut of the 50th Anniversary version of
the Fifty Fathoms. Offered in three limited
series of 50 pieces, these highly sought-after
special edition timepieces brought touches
of luxury to the classic recipe that had so
endured for 50 years. The bezel for the first
time was fashioned out of sapphire. Not
only did this bring a sheen which no other
material could match, it was practical as well
because of its scratch resistance. The movement was updated as well with the use of
the calibre 1150 offering a 100-hour power
reserve. Finally, Blancpain offered an ingenious strap attachment system, so easy and
fool proof, that Blancpain’s CEO Marc A.
Hayek during a dive with Robert Maloubier
launching the watch in Thailand, demonstrated a strap change under water. All the
Anniversary pieces sold out in an instant and
today they command a hefty premium on
the used market.
So the Fifty Fathoms of 2007 traces a rich
lineage over more than half a century. And
the passion that gave birth to the line and

OVER THE YEARS, BLANCPAIN OFFERED A HOST

its uncompromising adherence to the needs
of the world’s most demanding divers

OF STYLING VARIANTS OF THE FIFTY FATHOMS.

I

endures.

1999

2000

2007

2007

2007

The Fifty Fathoms Trilogy
Edition on bracelet. Strap and
gold versions were available.

The Concept 2000
Fifty Fathoms.

The Fifty Fathoms
Automatique houses the
new sturdy self-winding
Calibre 1315.

The Fifty Fathoms Tourbillon
crafted in gold is equipped
with the automatic Calibre 25A
with 8-day power reserve.

The Fifty Fathoms
Chronographe Flyback
has water-resistant
push buttons.
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FROM THE ROOTS
OF COUSTEAU
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

C

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANDREAS KOSCHATE

omparison rankings are dangerous ter-

me articulate the reason for this ranking.

ritory. For every person that you please

Not only do skiing and scuba offer the inher-

with a high ranking there will be dozens out

ent pleasures of their respective sports, but

for blood because their favourites would have

their allure is infinitely heightened by the

been dissed. Memo to file: at all costs avoid

places where they are practiced and the hol-

rankings.

iday trips inevitably tied to those venues.

This injunction firmly in mind and in a

For skiing, journey but a few kilometres

readable font but two lines above, time to

from Blancpain’s workshops to the moun-

violate the rule. A case can be made that

tains surrounding Zermatt (with the Matter-

two “S” sports, skiing and scuba, rank at the

horn) or Verbier (with the Mont Gelé) or per-

top of the sports world in their appeal.

haps Mürren (with the Eiger, Mönch and

Before the advocates of lacrosse, bad-

Jungfrau) to see the power of the tie

minton, bronco bull riding and Greco-Roman

between the sport and its locale.

wrestling, to name but a few left off the list,

Sport diving aficionados in particular dou-

rush to track down my whereabouts with a

ble the pleasure of their sport with weeks of

Google search prefatory to a lynching, let

planning and fantasising preceding every
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diving vacation. For these sportsmen the div-

tanks that could be worn by divers. His sys-

ing itself becomes nearly synonymous with

tem was not without its drawbacks, how-

the renowned locales where it is practiced.

ever. Bluntly put, lacking a proper way to

Take for example, Lizard Island, Australia

match pressures with the surrounding

lying on the Great Barrier reef with its leg-

ocean, it killed many of the divers who

endary Clam Garden filled with iridescent

used it. Hard to imagine posh resorts

three-foot tall clams, its giant potato cod,

springing up around the world based on a

happy to be caressed as if they were giant

system like that (“Our guests check in but

heifers, and of course the many hundreds of

never check out” could be the clever adver-

species of coral surrounding the island.

tising hook and, would you mind paying in

Divers from around the world surface from

advance?).

these pleasures to tropical cuisine worthy of

The breakthrough came but four years

two Michelin stars. Or perhaps you’re partial

later when Jacques-Yves Cousteau and

to Thailand. Then it is Koh Samui that calls,

Emile Gagnan invented what they dubbed

where but a few minutes from the Imperial

the “Aqualung”. Their genius was in con-

Tongsai Bay resort and its private beach-

ceiving a demand valve that mediated

front bungalows and fiery curries, one finds

between the high pressure of the air tanks

an equally dazzling selection of marine life.

and the pressure in the diver’s lungs. But

IN ITS 2007 RE-INTRODUCTION BLANCPAIN ON THE ONE HAND LEFT IN PLACE
ALL THE GENETIC MATERIAL FROM THE ICONIC 1950’S EDITIONS AND ON THE
OTHER HAND THOROUGHLY UPDATED EACH AND EVERY ELEMENT OF THE WATCH.
Want another ocean? Then off to Belize and

whereas the Lambertson system did only

the Turneffe Atoll. A day chasing loggerhead

that, Cousteau and Gagnan added a third

turtles is followed by a retreat to a private

critical element, the ocean pressure. Their

beach cabaña. For the most remote corner

clever demand valve equalized the pressure

of the world, then plan for that excursion to

in the diver’s lungs with the surrounding sea.

the Maldives and Velavaru Island and its lit-

And what was the source of this inspiration

erally more than a thousand coral inlets.

that literally founded all of today’s scuba sys-

With venues like these it is no surprise
that luxury sport scuba diving has acquired

tems? A pressure valve from a gas generator
which they used in their first system!

nearly unrivaled cachet and glamour. With

So when, after a day spent in the Cod

all this sizzle it is difficult to keep in mind

Hole, the new generation of sport divers tuck

that scuba diving heralds from a much less

into their Barramundi filets washed down by

glitzy past and for that matter purpose. It

a Penfolds Yattarna Chardonnay at Lizard

was the military that pressed for a system

Island, they can forget for the moment that

that could be a Self-Contained Underwater

they owe it all to a gas generator.

Breathing Apparatus (hence the origin of

Just as today’s sport diving fanatics have

the word SCUBA). Christian Lambertson

built a little distance between themselves

succeeded in a fashion in 1939 for the

and their forbears in both their equipment

United States military with his development

and resort venues, so it is with their

of a system which utilized compressed air

watches.
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The Blancpain Fifty Fathoms was conceived

named the 1315 was developed in-house

in a military milieu as the perfect combat div-

and in parallel with the groundbreaking

ing instrument. The history of how the Fifty

13R0. Like the 13R0, the 1315 will be exclu-

Fathoms was developed, became the first

sive to Blancpain.

modern diving watch – so much so as to

From the outset in its development, the

define the genre for the entire industry –

1315 was imagined as a rugged sports

and how it has evolved over the more than

watch movement. What immediately distin-

half a century since, is in the preceding

guishes the 1315 from its 13R0 cousin is

section at pages 4 to 9.

automatic winding. From the very first ver-

For 2007, making the Fifty Fathoms the

sion of the Fifty Fathoms, Blancpain estab-

centrepiece of the Basel fair and headliner of

lished automatic winding as a core element

an entire collection, Blancpain has taken all

for a diving watch. Why so? Because auto-

the lessons learned from its invention of the

matic winding ensures that the screw-down

first modern diving watch and all the rich

crown will not have to be unscrewed every

history which followed and re-introduced

day in order for the owner to wind his

the Fifty Fathoms as a new watch.

watch. This then minimises the wear on the

BLANCPAIN HAS EXPANDED THE FIFTY FATHOMS FROM A SINGLE
WATCH INTO A FAMILY THAT NOW INCLUDES A
FIFTY FATHOMS TOURBILLON AND A FIFTY FATHOMS CHRONOGRAPHE.
In the new 2007 edition Blancpain, on the

crown seals, helping to preserve water-tight-

one hand, left intact all of the genetic

ness. The automatic winding system of the

material as it evolved from the iconic 1950s

1315 features a sunburst decorated (termed

editions through the 2003 Anniversary

in French “soleil”) winding rotor. Fitting its

Limited Edition, and, on the other hand,

sporting character, the rotor is bi-metallic

with a white sheet of paper, thoroughly

offering high winding efficiency.

updated each and every element of the

Many of the features of the 13R0 design

watch. More than that, Blancpain has

have been incorporated into the 1315.

expanded the Fifty Fathoms from a single

Common to both are a free sprung balance

watch into a family that now includes a

and solid gold, square-headed regulation

Fifty Fathoms Tourbillon and a Fifty

screws. A screwed regulation system offers

Fathoms Chronographe, and, in addition,

the maximum resistance to shock and is thus

a close relative, a new Air Command

ideally suited to the mission of this ulti-

Chronographe.

mate diving watch. However, to offer even

First let us examine what 54 years have

greater robustness, the balance uses

brought to the Fifty Fathoms, beginning

Glucydur, which is heavier than the titanium

with the most fundamental element of all,

used in its cousin the 13R0. Another shared

the movement. The new edition showcases

design feature is three winding barrels, two

the second movement of the new family of

of which incorporate mainspring clutches,

Blancpain movements, following the debut

with the third utilising a fixed mainspring.

of 13R0 which was unveiled in Geneva in

Because of the different balance material, all

October 2006. This entirely new calibre,

of the mainsprings have been recalibrated
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The Calibre 1315 showing its

specially for this movement. A superior power

approaches. The decision was made to

extra large jewels, free sprung

reserve for a rugged sports watch has been

bring back this feature from the past and

achieved, yielding a running time of five days.

offer anti-magnetic shielding. Anti-magnet-

Extra-large jewels carry over as a design

ic protection is provided in a fully tradition-

feature; however, with the addition of auto-

al way, by encircling the movement with an

CALIBRE 1315

matic winding the number of jewels increas-

iron ring and protecting it top and bottom

Thickness: 4.57 mm
Diameter: 30.60 mm
Power reserve: 120 hours
Jewels: 35
Components: 222
Antimagnetic cage

es to 35 instead of 30 with the 13R0. Finally,

by an iron plate under the dial and another

like the 13R0, the 1315 incorporates a date

between the back of the movement and the

feature which is protected against damage if

case back.

balance with gold regulation
screws and sunburst finish.

the watch is reset backwards at midnight.

When it wrote the bible on modern div-

Special hand-applied movement finishing

ing watches, Blancpain recognised the

distinguishes this new Blancpain manufacture

importance of a rotating bezel. Scuba dives

calibre. Mirroring the aesthetic of the wind-

typically last less than an hour and it is crit-

ing rotor, a sunburst decoration has been

ical that the diver mark the commence-

lavished upon the bridges.

ment of his dive on the watch. By rotating

Many of the historic editions of the Fifty

the bezel to place the marker opposite the

Fathoms offered antimagnetic shielding. In

minute hand and by providing highly legi-

the more recent versions, this protection

ble indexes on the bezel, the diver can eas-

was dropped. As Blancpain re-examined

ily time the duration of his dive (or the time

the criteria for diving, it determined that

for depressurisation). Thus, a black rotat-

there were distinct advantages in the earlier

ing bezel with markers each 15 minutes

16 | 17

remains a core feature. The Anniversary

with that, was luminosity in dim light. Happily

Steel has always been the default materi-

Limited Edition series from 2003 saw one

Blancpain has enjoyed the benefits of new

al for a classic diving watch and, in this

significant improvement in this concept:

materials beyond the somewhat fearsome

respect, Blancpain has not departed from

the introduction of sapphire as the bezel

radioactive compounds specified and used by

the past, offering the new Fifty Fathoms in

material. With a subtle rounding to its shape,

the military organisations for their early ver-

steel. But also in recognition that a sport
watch plays a prominent role in many environments, for the first time, Blancpain has
created an option in rose gold.

FROM THE OUTSET, THE 1315 WAS IMAGINED

In the thorough re-examination of the
watch, even the strap was subjected to the

AS A RUGGED SPORTS MOVEMENT.

critical appraisal of Blancpain designers. To
offer the maximum durability, ruggedness
and resistance to water damage, Blancpain

termed “bombée”, not only does sapphire

sions of the Fifty Fathoms. Modern luminova

has fashioned the new strap out of fully

bring a luxury finish to the bezel, but with

which long ago debuted in civilian editions of

lined parachute material. But recognising

the second hardest material short of dia-

the watch is employed in the new watch, but

that the owners might want an easy way to

mond, the bezel becomes extremely resist-

in a new colour. The 2007 version offers a

change the mood of the watch by selecting

ant to scratching in the harsh conditions of

neutral shade of luminova for the applied

another strap material or look, Blancpain

diving or, for the time out of the water, the

numerals, hands and bezel. The crown is a

has borrowed a page from the Anniversary

hurly burly of daily life, washing cars,

key component of any watch and deserving

Edition. Sparing the owner from fuming

changing diapers, or emphatically making

of particular attention in a sport diving watch.

over and quarreling with always uncoopera-

points at a board meeting.

For the first time, Blancpain has added crown

tive spring bars, the Anniversary edition

protectors to the case, thereby bestowing an

facilitated strap changing by means of a

additional level of ruggedness on the watch.

simple tool applied to the outside of the

Legibility was another key virtue long recognised by Blancpain and, closely associated

The magnificent movement of the Fifty Fathoms
Tourbillon which is the only model in the family
lacking anti-magnetic shielding but featuring
a transparent sapphire case back in order to allow
visibility of the movement's hand finishing.
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lugs. The same type of strap system has

numerals, hands and bezel, crown protec-

allow water into the watch. One point should

been made a part of the 2007 edition as

tors, parachute material strap, ready strap

not be lost, of course. The very function of

well. Along with the watch, owners have the

removal system, and box. But there is an

the lock is to ensure that the chronograph is

option to purchase a kit containing not only

additional element that deserved special

never actually used under water.

an alternative rubber strap, but the stand

attention to bring the chronograph compli-

Blancpain’s Fifty Fathoms Chronographe

and tools used to perform the change.

cation into the world of diving watches: the

has not fallen for these parlour games. Its

chronograph actuators.

pushers offer full 300 metre water resistance

As the final demonstration that no detail
was overlooked, Blancpain offers the Fifty

Sadly most of the so-called diving chrono-

and can in fact be used under water. All of

Fathoms in an ultra rugged box. This box is

graphs are poseurs or if you hail from Texas,

this is thanks to special seals which lie

conceived to provide the ultimate in water-

as the saying goes “Big hat; no cattle”. What

unseen inside the case. Of course since these

proof shock-resistant packaging and is a

they offer are screw locks on the chronograph

are pushers that can be actuated under

fitting design for this ultimate sport watch.

pushers. The only water protection which a

water, so that full chronograph functionality

Each Fifty Fathoms watch is wrapped in a

pusher screw lock provides is that the lock

is made available in the aqueous environ-

special parachute material pouch and

prevents actuation of the chronograph while

ment, there is no need for locking screws.

housed in the presentation box.

the watch is submerged, assuming, of course,

Like its cousin, the Fifty Fathoms Chrono-

The Fifty Fathoms Chronographe embod-

that the owner actually remembers to screw

graphe will be made available in steel and in

ies all of the core design elements of the

down the locks. Water protection is not

red gold.

basic Fifty Fathoms. It features the same anti-

offered by the lock itself; it only offers pro-

The Tourbillon is a new addition to the Fifty

magnetic shielding, sapphire rotating bezel,

tection by preventing the actuation of the

Fathoms family. It brings the most visually

neutral shade luminova applied to the

pusher, which, if it occurred, would in fact

pleasing complication of all, Blancpain’s

STRAP CHANGING IS SO EASY WITH THE SUPPLIED TOOL THAT BLANCPAIN
CEO MARC A. HAYEK DEMONSTRATED A STRAP CHANGE UNDER WATER.

Blancpain offers Fifty Fathoms
owners this special strap changing kit
with an alternative rubber strap.
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flying tourbillon which offers a view of

The box that accompanies
each member of the family.

the rotating balance and escapement
unobstructed by any upper supporting
bridge, and the extreme sport ruggedness of the Fifty Fathoms case. One case
change, however, was made to bring
about this marriage of complication and
sport. In order to provide a view of the
tourbillon it was necessary to dispense with
the antimagnetic plates that shield the
movements of the other members of the
Fifty Fathoms series. Having taken the decision to eliminate the antimagnetic plates to
allow viewing of the tourbillon, Blancpain
seized the opportunity to make the Fifty
Fathoms Tourbillon the only model in the
series with a clear case back. Its visible 8-day
power reserve movement is outfitted with a
specially designed rotor unique to this tourbillon reference.
With this exception, the Fifty Fathoms heritage is fully realised in the tourbillon model,
offering the same style of sapphire rotating
bezel, crown protectors, parachute material
strap, and use of luminova.
As befits its position as the most rarified
model in the family, the Fifty Fathoms
Tourbillon is offered exclusively in red gold

SPECIAL BOXES ARE CONCEIVED TO PROVIDE

and white gold.
A close relative to the Fifty Fathoms line is
the new Air Command Chronographe. At

THE ULTIMATE IN WATER PROOF SHOCK-

first glance, one might mistake it for the
Fifty Fathoms Chronographe. With closer

RESISTANT PACKAGING AND ARE A FITTING

inspection however significant differences

DESIGN FOR THIS ULTIMATE SPORT WATCH.

emerge.
The mission of the Air Command
Chronographe

is

aviation

navigation.

Coveted by pilots is a tachymetre

Arabic numerals like those of the Blancpain

the traditional for diving uni-directional
bezel of the Fifty Fathoms models.

scale which is included on the Air

Flyback. The hands also show Flyback char-

Command. With a tachymetre, a pilot

acter in their form, but, unlike the Flyback,

The sea has brought with it a family trait

using the chronograph seconds hand can at

are hollow to allow for easier reading of the

that even the most ardent aquaphobic

a glance perform an instant ground speed

subdials. Even more careful study shows that

pilots will appreciate. The chronograph

calculation by marking the time on the scale

the principle index of the bezel is triangular

pushers have the same water seals as the

required for traversing 1 mile or 1 kilometre.

in shape in contrast with the traditional, for

Fifty Fathoms Chronographe, rendering

the Fifty Fathoms, lozenge.

unnecessary protective pusher locks. An-

The aviation lineage makes itself known
elsewhere in the Air Command’s details.

And showing another difference between

In place of the applied numerals and dial

the sea and air, the Air Command offers a

indexes, the Air Command features painted

bi-directional rotating bezel in contrast with

other welcome carry over is anti-magnetic
shielding.
I
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CANNES LAUNCH
FOR FIFTY FATHOMS
I

t is axiomatic in business and, if a small

Fast forward to September 2007. Even

and Les Iles de Lérin, where the depth is a

generalisation can be indulged, in life

though the Fifty Fathoms enjoys a scuba

mere 30 metres, it was akin to asking Lance

itself, that following a success with a simple

diving heritage and Blancpain’s CEO is a

Armstrong to ride a tricycle in the driveway.

replay is to be shunned. It’s trite, displays an

passionate scuba enthusiast, Blancpain

Whether or not the dive tapped his super-

absence of imagination, but most damning

decided to feature the second dimension of

human abilities, it provided entertaining

of all, is rather boring. So when it came time

undersea adventure, free diving, for the

theatre for Blancpain’s guests watching

for the launch of the third generation Fifty

official launch. Selecting Cannes as the

from a yacht moored alongside the dive

Fathoms, Blancpain could not simply dust off

venue, and the home to the yearly Festival

boat. On a sparkling late summer day, the

an old script from earlier debuts. In any

de Plaisance, one of the world’s most impor-

assembled group witnessed Genoni’s dive

event, the first-generation launch which

tant yacht shows, Blancpain invited Italian

preparation and descent beneath the

occurred in 1953 could not have been a

Gianluca Genoni, world champion free

waves. Greeted on the bottom by Marc A.

model as it was shrouded in military secrecy –

diver, not only to join in a dive, but to

Hayek, Genoni was presented with his

no fanfare, no press and most of all no cel-

become the world’s first owner of the new

prize, a stainless steel Fifty Fathoms bearing

ebration. Instead it was a clinical, all business,

2007 Fifty Fathoms. Genoni’s credentials are

serial number zero. Reappearing on the sur-

military trial. The second major launch, for

astonishing. He holds no fewer than 12 world

face, it was already strapped to his wrist.

the 2003 Anniversary Edition, reversed that

free diving records, including the deepest

A lavish caviar, smoked salmon and cham-

history. Robert Maloubier of the French

free dive, 141 metres! He is able to hold his

pagne lunch followed the dive.

Combat Divers who was a key member of

breath for 7 minutes 48 seconds (and if

The first 30 examples of the Fifty Fathoms

the team who worked with Blancpain on the

he is allowed to breathe in pure oxygen

were placed on display in Blancpain’s booth

development of the 1953 version of the Fifty

beforehand he can extend that period to 15

at the Festival, with bouquets of red dots

Fathoms joined Blancpain CEO Marc A. Hayek

minutes). Thus, when Blancpain asked him

rapidly spreading across the line-up as pur-

in Thailand for a festive scuba dive, fittingly

to accompany Marc A. Hayek on a dive to

chasers snapped up these early serial

giving this classic timepiece a public baptism.

the ocean floor between the Cannes harbour

numbers.

I
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BLANCPAIN INVITED ITALIAN GIANLUCA GENONI, WORLD CHAMPION FREE DIVER,
TO BECOME THE WORLD'S FIRST OWNER OF THE NEW 2007 FIFTY FATHOMS.

Gianluca Genoni surfaces
On display
Serial Number “0”.

with his new Fifty Fathoms
strapped to his wrist.
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HAIL TO THE
ARTIST!
“WE DON’T PRODUCE LARGE SERIES HERE, THERE’S ALWAYS
SOMETHING NEW. TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS RAISED BY
THE PROTOTYPES WE HAVE TO BE INVENTIVE. I’D NEVER
HAVE THE SAME OPPORTUNITIES ANYWHERE ELSE.”

BY DIDIER SCHMUTZ

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHRISTOPHE DUTOIT
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A master-watchmaker and the “watchmaker-mechanic” share thoughts and skills as they study a plan of Blancpain’s water-resistant minute repeater watch.
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Inner and outer milling of the golden oscillating weight of the Calibre 25 tourbillon on the jig-boring machine.

TO DEFINE TOTO’S JOB, YOU HAVE TO INVENT A NEW VOCABULARY.
HE IS COINING A NEW WORD, “MECHANOROLOGIST”, TO DESCRIBE HIMSELF.

W

hat a joy it is to share the enthu-

Among “all those hands” we shook was

hired by Blancpain SA. Since then he has

siasm and the meticulous precision

that of Olivier Tholomier, known as Toto,

given the company 22 years of loyal service

of all those hands which culminate in the

a likeable fellow with whom one might wish

and nothing will persuade his bosses to part

perfection of watchmaking, and more-over

to get better acquainted either at his home

with him. In any event, he has no intention

in such a splendid natural environment.” This

at Bois d’Amont over the border with France

of going elsewhere, as he makes clear in the

flattering comment is among those to be

or at his workplace in Le Brassus. To define

distinctive accent of the inhabitants of the

found in the visitors’ book at the entrance of

his job, you have to invent a new vocabulary.

French Jura. “We don’t produce large series

La Ferme, the lodge at the centre of the

Meet him and find out.

here, there’s always something new. To solve

various Blancpain workshops.
It’s more than flattery; it happens to be
true.

In October 1985, Toto left the Vallée de Joux

the problems raised by the prototypes we

technical school at Le Sentier with a federal

have to be inventive. I’d never have the same

watchmaking diploma and was immediately

opportunities anywhere else.”
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Checking the various diameters of an oscillating weight using a measuring tool called a “sliding calliper”.

THE WORD “ROUTINE” DOESN’T APPLY AT THIS LEVEL
OF WATCHMAKING, WHICH EXPLAINS HIS DEVOTION TO THE JOB.
Toto is a technician with a creative bent,

tools, so I got busy. It’s always like that.

coining a new word, “mechanorologist”, to

Whenever a new calibre comes out – a tradi-

describe himself. It brings us into a mysteri-

tion with Blancpain – we have to create new

ous and wonderful world.

tools.” The word “routine” doesn’t apply at

How did he get here, to a point verging on
perfection? As with all artists, chance played

this level of watchmaking, which explains his
devotion to the job.

a part. Toto, in all modesty, goes back in time

There is no diploma to qualify this craft

to explain. “When I started we were only

nor any school to teach it. It’s not a job for

some dozen employees and I did the same

anybody. To become a “mechanorologist”

jobs as my colleagues – assembly, hand-fitt-

you naturally have to obtain the technical

ing, casing-up. We used to make calendar

basis in watchmaking, and then it depends

watches, and then Blancpain brought out a

on a particular state of mind, a rare dexter-

minute-repeating movement for wristwat-

ity and that mix of talents and gifts that is

ches. Someone had to make the right

only acquired but can never be taught.
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To gauge the extent to which Toto is regarded

Hand-turning the

as a company treasure, you have to listen to

rounded part of an

his boss, Sébastien. “Mr Tholomier, Toto to

oscillating weight
using a burin.

his friends, is a Blancpain legend. He is gifted with exceptional talents. He does all our
fittings and makes our special tools.
Sometimes there are parts that need to be
improved to increase production efficiency.
So we make a sketch of what we want and
he does the rest. He even does more than
we ask and it works every time, it’s perfectly
done and you can see the watchmaker’s
touch in the finish, the quality and the
functional execution. There are few words
that can describe his skills or those of his colleague, Claude. He’s an extraordinary man:
we think and he delivers. It’s magnificent. I
called him a legend just now, and it applies
to his character as well – always cheerful and
always available and ready to help.”
But this extravagant tribute needs qualification. Sometimes Toto is in a nasty mood.

“Snailed” decoration
on the ratchet carrier
intermediate wheel
of Calibre 13R0.

Not for very long, for that would be out of
character. But he hates seeing his favourite
soccer team, Paris St-Germain (PSG), lose,
and as it is threatened with relegation to the
second league. He can find a few choice
words to describe the performance of the
players. Then the good mood returns.
Early morning from
Bois d’Amont to Le Brassus
Sébastien remarks would be incomplete without referring to our “mechanorologist’s”
popularity when having a drink with his village friends or at work. To check this out you
have to accompany him in his daily activities,
starting with the morning coffee at Bois
d’Amont with his girlfriend, Fanfan. She
alone is allowed to call him “my Toto”, the
possessive pronoun indicating the tenderness of their relationship. The couple
exchange a few words on the pétanque

In-house “peg wood”

match they’re looking forward to playing at

sharpener. A home-

the weekend. Then he’s off with a few

made tool as useful
to watchmakers as

grumbles, but always with a smile. If he

the pencil sharpener

complains, it’s more for form’s sake than

is to school children.
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There’s an ad-

Toto, ignoring the jibe as he makes his way to

vantage in snow as

the head of T2 (Finishing Workshop), Antoine,

an excuse, especial-

one of the few Swiss among the Blancpain

ly out of season. In

personnel at Le Brassus. Out of the 54

any case the job will be done. The

employees, 49 are from across the border –

great gathering at the Basel

a valuable workforce.

watch and jewellery show is

– “Ah, there’s our national Toto! What can

coming up and the workshops
are in turmoil on all floors and in
because

be said of him?”
– “Nothing”, replies Toto.

every department. Everything has to be per-

– “Oh yes, there is!” retorts Antoine. “There’s

fectly ready down to the smallest detail.

plenty to say. Everyone knows him; he’s a

“Thank you gentlemen.” As we go

brilliant chap with a great heart who helps a

ed. The excuse this time is

through the border post, Toto greets the

lot of people. He can solve any problem we

the sudden return of winter. Before starting

non-existent customs officers. He regards it

come across; everything he does is absolute-

the car, he has to dig it out of the snow,

as a joke. The frontier between the French

ly brilliant. Every time we want a tool that’s

which, despite its absence all winter, has fal-

department of the Jura and the Valley de

a bit special, he immediately understands

len heavily and unexpectedly during the

Joux hardly matters since the two regions

what we need.”

night. Now it comes in spring – there’s no

coalesce and are interdependent.

he’s really annoy-

Toto is evidently unanimously popular,

sense in the seasons. It’s a bother but Toto

Snow and delay do nothing to change

doesn’t care. “This country’s fit for polar

Toto’s ritual arrival at work. As usual he goes

He continues his rounds, going from work-

bears”, he mutters.

around the workshops, shaking hands, gree-

bench to workbench. I catch up with him

The snow falls thickly on the way to Le

ting people, joking, exchanging news with

outside the engraving workshops, where

Brassus. “If it goes on all day like this we’ll

one or enquiring after the health of another.

Marie-Laure holds sway. “She’s a real artist,

have 40 centimetres of snow by nightfall

One of the watchmakers jokingly reprimands

performing incredible feats by engraving parts

and we’ll be able to take out our skis again.

him, teasing him about Paris St-Germain’s

that are just 0.25 millimetres thick”, Toto

I’ll be a bit late, ironic for a watchmaker, but

position at the bottom of the league. “There it

explains. He sometimes prepares special

we’ll say it’s because of the snow.”

goes again, pulling my leg about PSG”, says

surfaces for her so that she can engrave

both as a person and as a professional.

patterns chosen by customers who want to
personalise their watches. I’m totally sceptical
so I have to see this. As far as I’m concerned,
a quarter of a millimetre is three hairs’ breadth,
so if anyone can engrave on that …
Marie-Laure quickly puts the doubting
Thomas right, showing me an engraving in
progress on a 0.7 millimetre thick base – in
her opinion not thin enough. It’s a representation of La Ferme. A look through the binocular microscope and a few explanations
convince me that Toto is far from being the
only artist working on Blancpain watches.
Decorated with such fine engraving, a watch
becomes a masterpiece.
Toto, Marie-Laure, and all the other
hands … the visitor who penned the words at
the beginning was perceptive, very perceptive. As for Sébastien, he is also right when he
says simply, “Toto has golden fingers.”
I
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Engraving the back of a minute repeater model by incising the material with a small burin. Exquisitely accurate work performed under the microscope.

Visual test of the oscillating weight on the jig-boring machine.
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MICHELANGELO’S
CHRONOGRAPH
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

WHAT IS THE GENIUS OF THE 1185 / 86 DESIGN?
SIMPLY PUT, IT IS THAT BLANCPAIN HAS SOLVED ALL
OF THE RIDDLES OF VERTICAL CLUTCH DESIGN.

N

o artist advanced the portrayal of the

were used to glean fine points of structure

of-the-range chronographs, has drawn inspira-

human form more profoundly than

when painting clothed figures, why not go

tion from Renaissance artists. If dissection

Michelangelo Buonarroti, known more com-

deeper still into underlying bone, muscle,

served to advance the knowledge of the

monly today simply as Michelangelo. His

tendon and vein by dissecting cadavers? The

human form so as to allow copying in art for

mastery, due no doubt to his prodigious nat-

first artist said to have performed dissections

Signorelli and Michelangelo, dissection of

ural gifts, came as it also must from dedicat-

was the Florentine Antonio del Pollaiuolo in

Blancpain’s calibre 1185 and 1186 chrono-

ed study. To a degree his study was not unlike

the mid 1400s. Others such as Signorelli fol-

graph movements has served similar “re-

that practiced by artists today, through the

lowed. So too, it is widely believed, did

search” purposes for several major Swiss

painting and sculpting of nude models.

Michelangelo. Through this somewhat

watch houses.

Indeed so devoted was he to extracting the

unappetizing research method, Michel-

minutest details of the body, that he followed

angelo extracted a staggeringly huge cata-

the teachings of his mentor Ghirlandaio in

logue of human anatomical structures.

using nude models when painting or sculpt-

Scholars who have studied his works have

ing clothed figures. The theory was that the

identified his rendering of more than eight

nuances of how robes draped the figure

hundred different unique structural parts of

could only be convincingly portrayed if the

the body. Compare that with today’s medical

underlying structure was well understood.

science that has seen fit to name only some

There was as well a somewhat darker

six hundred bones, tendons and muscles.

study method employed at the time for

It seems that the Swiss watch industry, or at

learning even more details. If nude models

least those elements of it devoted to fine top-

The calibre 1185.
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A towering achievement when it was introduced in 1989, the calibre 1185 was the
thinnest automatic chronograph movement
ever produced – a world record that it continues to hold. When it debuted as an automatic winding movement, it was even thinner than the slimmest manual-wind calibre
then on the market. The breakthroughs in
this design were not confined to its recordbreaking thinness. It had been customary
for chronographs to rely upon engagement
and disengagement of gears for the starting
and stopping of the chronograph seconds
hand. Because starting and stopping involved
two gears coming together and later disengaging, a certain jerkiness in the movement
of the hands was unavoidable. Gear teeth
can be thought of as being composed of
“peaks and valleys”. Normal gear engagement has the tip of one gear engaged in the

The clutch plate is coloured burgundy. Note how the arms, in green, in the stopped

valley of the other. However, when two

position lift up the top ring plate, separating it from the bottom surface of the seconds wheel.

gears come together suddenly when the

The column wheel, which controls the position of the arms, is also shown in green.

start of a chronograph is commanded, the
position of the two separated gears is entirely
random so that it may be the case that teeth
The virtues of Blancpain’s pioneering design

Blancpain, that transparencies of the two can

have long been recognised throughout the

be laid one on top of the other and the key

industry. So it is that, borrowing a page

parts match!). Another household name

from Michelangelo, at least six of Blancpain’s

watch marque recently publicly confessed to

Haute Horlogerie rivals over the past few

its study of Blancpain’s split-second mecha-

years have evidently devoted much of their

nism from the 1186 chronograph for their

movement research to dissection (and

very high-end split-second perpetual watch.

remember that the overwhelming majority of

Of course they avoided using the indecorous

brands do not do movement research of any

word “copying”, instead referring to their

kind in that they do not have in-house move-

reverse engineering study of Blancpain’s

ments for their chronographs, using instead

design as something that provided “inspi-

Top view of the clutch, chronograph stopped.

movements developed by others). Somewhat

ration”.

Arms are lifting up the clutch plate.

fewer than Michelangelo’s 800 bones, ten-

So what is the genius of this 1185/1186

dons and muscles are involved, but there is no

design that has led so many companies to pay

initially engage peak to peak, rather than the

doubt that the 374 components of the 1185

tribute or find their “inspiration” by making a

desired peak to valley. This inevitably results in

have been dissected and laid out on these

purchase of a Blancpain as the first step in

jerky hand movement. Blancpain solved this

companies’ watchmaker benches so that they

their movement design projects? Simply put, it

problem by developing the first refined vertical

could discover the secrets of its structures.

is that Blancpain has convincingly solved all of

clutch system for a chronograph. Instead of

Indeed in one case, that of a vertical clutch

the watchmaking riddles necessary to make

gears engaging harshly, two surfaces are

chronograph introduced three years ago, the

vertical clutch and split-second mechanisms

allowed to come together when the chrono-

resulting movement in its key areas is nearly

not only function flawlessly, but also do so in

graph is started. A silky-smooth movement of

part-for-part identical with Blancpain’s design

a fashion that does not bulk up the movement

the seconds hand is guaranteed every time.

(so close is this movement to that of

with unwanted thickness.
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View of the vertical clutch with the two arms on either side (chronograph stopped position).
Normally the clutch assembly is hidden from view by the top bridge, which has been sliced open for this photo.

NO OTHER COMPLICATION SUBJECTS THE

for those of past eras. The Lévy design fea-

WATCH MOVEMENT TO THE SAME TYPE OF ABRUPT

plate bearing triangular-shaped points, which

DYNAMIC CHANGES AS THE CHRONOGRAPH.

come in contact with another disc fashioned

tured a clutch which consisted of one metal
when the chronograph was started, would
out of plastic. The difficulty was that the triangular metal points would trowel grooves into

Before spinning the tale of design evolution, it

tion and disconnection by separating the set

the softer plastic plates, causing erratic

is important to digress for just a moment to

of chronograph gears from gears in the run-

chronograph performance. Records indicate

consider just how difficult the chronograph

ning train of the watch and then pivoting

that only a handful of these watches was ever

complication is, even more so if it is to be a

these two sets together when the chrono-

produced.

split-second variant. No other complication

graph is started; when it is stopped the sets

It seems that the vertical clutch flame was

subjects the watch movement to the same

are separated once more. The role of the ver-

extinguished for a considerable period after

type of abrupt dynamic changes as the

tical clutch is the same – connection and dis-

the Lévy watches disappeared from the scene.

chronograph. When the chronograph is start-

connection – but with greater elegance and

The Japanese were the next to try their hand.

ed an entire mechanism is suddenly activated

refinement than with the rather violent colli-

They made a considerable advance over the

by connecting it somehow to the running

sion of two sets of gears.

teachings of the Lévy patent. Instead of a

train of the watch. Similarly when the chrono-

Blancpain does not take credit for the first

metal plate with points and a plastic disc com-

graph is stopped that chronograph mecha-

vertical clutch design. That merit belongs to

ing together as a clutch, the Japanese fash-

nism (and all of its associated hands) must be

Lévy & Frères who registered the first patent

ioned their clutch with metal plates on both

disconnected from the running train. The ear-

for a vertical clutch chronograph watch in

sides. Their design incorporated a spring

liest chronograph designs and even most

1935. The Lévy design left a lot to be desired,

whose function was to press the two plates

chronographs today accomplish this connec-

to put a kind spin on it in the name of respect

together. When the chronograph was
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In this view, the chronograph is running. The two arms are pulled away from the clutch ring, allowing the disk to be
pushed down onto the constantly turning seconds wheel below. Two of the clutch spring's three feet can be seen, one at
5 o'clock, the other at 10. Note the spring finger at the top of the clutch assembly which activates the minute counter.

stopped, two arms located 180 degrees apart
would work against the spring and lift one of
the plates apart from the other. When the user
started the chronograph, the arms would be
pushed away from the disc, allowing the
spring to press the two plates together – i. e.

THE GOAL WAS TO CREATE A NEW DESIGN
THAT WOULD FUNCTION RELIABLY AND WOULD BE
SLIM IN PROFILE ALLOWING FOR ELEGANT CASES.

engaging the clutch which would start the
chronograph mechanism running.

that the hands would stay in place when the

would be slim in profile allowing for elegant

There were quite a number of drawbacks to

chronograph was stopped. A sharp shock to

cases with simple chronographs and permit

this Japanese design. Fundamentally the

the watch risked sending the hands flying

the addition of other complications such as

clutch spring was not conceived in a way that

away from their stopped positions. Thirdly, the

perpetual calendars or split-seconds mecha-

would guarantee even mating of the two

construction was quite thick by reason of sev-

nisms, or both, without producing a fat “tuna

plates. The spring was shaped like a disc,

eral design choices including making the

can on the wrist” profile.

meaning that its entire surface was in contact

clutch a completely separate component from

Capt conceived of a spring as the core com-

with one of the discs. The slightest bowing or

the gear train and moving some chronograph

ponent of the clutch, but instead of a circular

deformity would cause pressure to be greater

components to the dial side of the watch.

spring, he settled on the most stable and even

on one part of the clutch than the other. This,

When Edmond Capt and the Blancpain

of all platforms, a tripod (and as we all know

in turn, could apply a sideways force on the

design team undertook to create the 1185

from our common experience, a three-legged

chronograph seconds hand, definitely undesir-

Blancpain movement in the early 1980s, they

stool is always more stable than a four-legged

able in any chronograph and often fatal, as we

were aware of these earlier designs. Their goal

one). The Blancpain spring features three feet

shall see, in a split-seconds model. Secondly,

was to create a new design that not only

which are in contact with one of the disks of

the chronograph seconds hand and minute

would function reliably, with none of the

the clutch. This innovation has now been slav-

counter were devoid of locks to guarantee

shortcomings of these earlier efforts, but

ishly copied industry-wide. Moreover, to reduce
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known for two centuries. What was new was
the hammer design, the component that
would press against the hearts when return to
zero was commanded. What Capt conceived
was a single straight lever going nearly all the
way across the movement that had a small
finger at each of the positions of the hearts.
When the return to zero button is pushed,
the column wheel pushes this one lever sideways, bringing each finger against its heart,
thus simultaneously zeroing or resetting the
seconds hand and both counters (the
Japanese design had separate hammers for
return to zero, thus simultaneous return of
the hands could not be guaranteed). Further,
this one three-headed hammer remains in
place against all three heart-shaped cams
when the chronograph is stopped, serving
to lock all three hands in place. This hammer
design, too, has been inspirational to
Here the column wheel (green) has turned, pushing the two arms away from the upper clutch ring
(burgundy). Shown in blue is the gear train for the minute counter. When the burgundy spring
finger of the clutch passes the adjacent blue gear, it moves it one tooth forward, advancing the

Blancpain’s competitors, with widespread
essentially identical copying.
The other core element to the clutch

minute counter one minute.

assembly is the minute counter spring.
Blancpain’s chronograph features what is
the movement thickness, instead of building

seconds hand and minute and hour counters

an entirely separate clutch and attaching that

back to zero (with a two-button chronograph,

assembly to the watch’s running train, Capt

the return to zero is done by pushing the

had the inspiration to make the fourth wheel

lower button). Traditional chronograph design

(think “gear”; watchmakers use the term

relies on a component called the “heart-

“wheel” to describe a gear) one of the sur-

shaped cam”, or in watchmaking jargon simply

faces of the clutch itself. So instead of two

the “heart”. Although its shape does resem-

entirely separate plates coming together, in

ble a piece of Valentine’s candy, it is actually a

the Blancpain design, the spring pushes the

logarithmically calculated form that when

plate which drives the chronograph seconds

force is applied to it by a lever always wants to

hand (and which activates the minute and

turn to a position where the lever rests at the

hour counters) directly onto the running sec-

“top” of the heart. Since it always wants to

onds wheel of the movement itself. This, too,

come to the same position, it is the perfect

has now been widely copied.

solution to accomplish the return to zero. So it

termed a “semi-instantaneous” minute

Top view of the vertical clutch in the chronograph
running position. The arms are pulled away from
the disc.

is that chronograph designs for many years

T

o this point we have focused on the

have incorporated hearts on each of the

counter. As the chronograph seconds hand

starting and stopping of the chrono-

chronograph shafts – chronograph seconds,

passes through 60 (after each full minute of

graph – where, of course, the clutch holds

minute counter, hour counter. Where the

rotation), a finger fashioned out of a precise-

center stage. However, there is another core

heart comes to rest with pressure against it

ly calibrated spring, engages a gear tooth,

operational element that must be designed,

becomes “zero” when the hand is staked in

moving it exactly one tooth of rotation, caus-

the return to zero. After the chronograph has

place.

ing the minute counter hand to jump one

been allowed to run, it is usually the case that

Blancpain’s use of heart-shaped cams for

minute. The design of this finger spring

the owner wants to reset the chronograph

return to zero was not new – that had been

required considerable study and experimen-
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tation by Capt’s team. On the one hand, the

most of the time turns in unison with the main

Sounds good enough, but since this hand

spring had to be strong enough to always

seconds hand (ideally so precisely married in

was travelling with the main chronograph

move the gear positively and precisely one

position with the main chronograph seconds

seconds hand, which, in turn, was attached

tooth forward. Too strong a spring or too

hand that its existence is not even seen) but

via the clutch to the running gear of the

deep an engagement would cause the watch

which can be stopped independently of the

watch, how does one prevent this brake

to hang up and stop. Too weak a spring and

main chronograph seconds hand, leaving the

from stopping the watch altogether?

the minute counter operation would not be

main seconds hand free to keep running;

The secret trick is the isolator mecha-

dependable. Further, the finger spring had to

finally the mechanism needs to provide a

nism – another Blancpain design that has

be shaped in a way that when return to zero

means for the stopped hand to catch back up

proven inspirational to others. The way the

occurs the gear can rotate freely past on its

with the main seconds hand (in French, rat-

two seconds hands are aligned is via a heart-

way to the zero position. Capt’s invention

traper the hand, which is why the term rattra-

shaped cam attached to the split-seconds

cleverly made this finger an integral part of the

pante is used to describe the complication)

shaft. When the hands are aligned, a finger

clutch assembly, which had not been done

and again marry its position perfectly.

whose force comes from a spring presses

before. The dissection of Blancpain chrono-

The description sounds easy; building it is

against the heart, causing it to centre itself

graphs by others has led them to copy this

hard. The key components are another col-

and then travel (or if stopped remain

innovation as well.

umn wheel, a brake and an isolator. When

stopped) in the same position as the main

Adding a split-second complication to the

the button to split the two seconds hand is

chronograph seconds hand. In the initial

chronograph brings in a whole new level of

pushed, that causes a column wheel to turn,

design, this finger was fashioned out of metal.

complication. Blancpain’s split-second calibre,

activating a brake. Think of the brake as a

Blancpain has since refined the construction

the 1186, is a close relative of the base 1185

form of pliers. The turning of the column

even further by replacing the metal finger with

chronograph. The split seconds mechanism is

wheel applies the jaws of the pliers to two

a rotating ruby disk which is pressed against

added to the back of the chronograph. The

sides of a gear attached to the shaft of the

the heart-shaped cam. For the moment

basic principle sounds simple enough: add

split seconds hand. The pinching of the

when the brake is applied, Capt conceived

another chronograph seconds hand which

brake on the wheel serves to stop the hand.

another wheel, called the isolator wheel,

The split-second mechanism seen from below. At left, the hands are together, the position of the rattrapante hand held by the red jewel pressing against
the blue heart. At right, the hands are separated. The column wheel (orange) has turned, causing the two brake arms to press against the centre wheel
of the rattrapante hand stopping it from turning (arrows show the direction that the brake arms moved). Note how at the same time the green spring arm
has pulled the isolator rachet. This rotation, shown by a clockwise arrow, causes the bright yellow pin to pull up on the arm bearing the ruby, separating
it from contact with the blue heart. This isolates the split-seconds hand from the running seconds hand and removes its drag.
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itself to the train, the amplitude of the watch
and equally importantly its timekeeping is
hardly affected if the chronograph is running.
Thirdly, for the most expensive engaging gear
chronographs in the world, owners are
always counseled to avoid running the
chronograph constantly, to prevent wearing
of fragile chronograph gear teeth. Not so
with Blancpain, since the chronograph can
be kept running as long as the owner wishes.
Not only did Blancpain bring all of these
benefits to watch lovers with the 1185 and
1186, but it did so while breaking world
records. Both were the thinnest mechanisms

Edmond Capt, the genius behind the 1185/86 design.

SO WHAT DID CAPT AND BLANCPAIN ACHIEVE? BLANCPAIN CONQUERED THE
DRAWBACKS OF “ENGAGING GEAR” DESIGNS. WHAT FINER AND MORE
SINCERE TRIBUTE CAN THERE BE THAN TO SEE THE REMAINDER OF THE
WATCH INDUSTRY FLOCK TO IMITATE WHAT BLANCPAIN HAS DONE?
which would be turned and which would

tions. The split-seconds mechanism is built at

of their kind ever built, and remain so today.

pull the lever normally left in contact away

the back of the movement, meaning that the

Certainly both have been deserving of

from the heart. This then separates the now

shaft for the hand will be extremely long.

awards, which in a way they now have

stopped hand from the running of the main

The slightest deviation from perfect placement

received in the most convincing way possi-

chronograph seconds hand (hence the term

and alignment will cause the shaft to rub,

ble. What finer and more sincere tribute can

“isolator”). The action of the brake is made

either lowering the amplitude of the watch

there be than to see the remainder of the

particularly precise by shaping very small

or, worse still, stopping it. Any unevenness in

watch industry flock to imitate what

teeth onto the surface of the brake, increas-

the application of the brake – one side of

Blancpain has done?

ing the security of its grip on the outside of

the pliers pushing harder than the other –

the split second hand wheel. When the

and the same unfortunate result will occur.

owner wants to reunite the hands, the col-

So what did Capt and Blancpain achieve

umn wheel turns, which simultaneously

with this engineering tour de force? By mas-

releases the brake and turns the isolator

tering the vertical clutch, Blancpain simulta-

wheel, allowing the ruby disc at the end of

neously conquered the drawbacks of the

the finger to press once more against the

“engaging gear” designs. The 1185/1186

heart, thus bringing the split-second hand

movements insure creamy smooth starting

back to the position of the main chrono-

and stopping of the chronograph 100 per-

graph seconds hand.

cent of the time. There is never any jerkiness.

An incredible degree of precision must be

Secondly, because the running train of the

folded into all of this, which is why the split-

watch is always driving the lower plate of the

seconds complication sits at the summit of

clutch, so that activation of the chronograph

Calibre 1186: the world first automatic

the most difficult to build watch complica-

only adds the chronograph seconds hand

split-seconds chronograph (1989).
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GRUYÈRE AOC:

A FORCE OF
BY DIDIER SCHMUTZ
PHOTOGRAPHS BY HUGUES DE WURSTEMBERGER AND CHRISTOPHE DUTOIT

n the last issue of “Lettres du Brassus”, we

I

cheese with an AOC (Appellation d’Origine

introduced a gastronomic delight among

Contrôlée) label of origin1. Evoking Gruyère’s

Swiss cheeses: the Vacherin Mont d’Or AOC.

traditions and savouring its unique taste

Distinguished produce of the Vallée de Joux,

takes you on a journey through the country-

this complex, delicate cheese appears on our

side of western Switzerland. Apart from

tables towards the end of October and van-

Geneva and Valais, all the French-speaking

ishes with the first signs of spring in April. It’s

cantons are in the Gruyère production zone

therefore a seasonal treat. So what do the

as specified in the AOC regulations. We start in

valley’s cheesemakers do in the rest of the

Le Brassus, where we meet René Piguet who

year from April to September? As you can

has been running the village’s dairy associa-

guess, they make Gruyère, another Swiss

tion for 27 years. Then we’ll head for the

1 Only eight Swiss cheeses qualify for the prestigious AOC label: Etivaz, Gruyère, Berner Alpkäse, Sbrinz,
Vacherin Mont d’Or, Formaggio d’Alpe Ticcinese, Tête de Moine and Vacherin fribourgeois.
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EVOKING GRUYÈRE’S TRADITIONS TAKES YOU ON A JOURNEY
THROUGH THE COUNTRYSIDE OF WESTERN SWITZERLAND.
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hills of the Gruyère district before returning

duction. Between analysing milk samples,

to the meadows of the Vallée de Joux.

cleaning the plates marked “Le Gruyère

The cheese factory at Le Brassus has been

AOC”, and monitoring the temperature of

in operation for 190 years and was last

the slowly warming milk, René has hardly

refurbished in 2005. A warning notice

time to talk. Nevertheless he manages to

guards its entrance: STOP! Sterile zone. No

explain that the plates around the rim of the

entry to unauthorised persons.

cheese while it is being pressed were intro-

Outside, the cold is biting. Equipped with

duced to distinguish genuine Gruyère from

all the necessary authorisations, we enter a

the black-market fakes. Like all other luxury

world of steam, gleaming pipes, valves and

products such as watches, fragrances and

vats. There are three of the latter, including

leather goods, Gruyère is not spared the

one that will be used for the Vacherin. René

counterfeiting plague.

gets busy. His day started before five o’clock

Let us leave aside the production process

that morning with the removal of 30-kilo

for a moment to sing the praises of that

wheels of cheese from their presses. They

magic liquid, milk. I remember the words of

will now be immersed in a brine bath for

a farmer’s young daughter, who used to

24 hours before being sent down to the cellars

accompany her father to the cheese factory

for daily care. Meanwhile the 13 milk pro-

and there dream over the brimming vats of

ducers arrive in turn to deliver the morning’s

milk. “I was mesmerised by the milk and

milking. This milk, added to the previous

how it would turn into Gruyère, Vacherin,

evening’s, is the raw material for today’s pro-

cottage cheeses, butter or cream. How can

RENÉ’S DAY STARTED BEFORE 5 AM
WITH THE REMOVAL OF 30-KILO WHEELS OF CHEESE FROM THEIR PRESSES.
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one material be the base for so many different

milk collapsed from 39 to 19 Swiss centimes

Vaud’s Jura pastures. Gruyère cheesemaking

products? It was a mystery for a young girl.”

a litre. Nestlé closed its condensed-milk

thus spread in the valleys, and to satisfy a

The last milkman arrives at around seven

plants, a radical move that badly hit dairy

growing demand in neighbouring lands,

o’clock. Charles Rochat is a descendant of

farms in more than 60 villages in Vaud. To

dairy farmers started making the cheese in

those watchmaking farmers who turned to

counter the crisis, milk companies restored

winter as well. The first village cheese facto-

the workbench when they had finished with

old milk-processing plants or built new

ries appeared and gradually took over from

the cows. Charles takes us to his see his farm-

cheese factories. From then on Gruyère pro-

the alpine production.

house built in the typical Vallée de Joux style.

duction took hold in the Vaud Canton.

The production of Gruyère is spread over a

High in the front wall beneath the eves, a row

But we have yet to get to the source of

long time and a wide area. Its territory

of windows recalls the era of farm work-

Gruyère cheese . You have to go far back in

stretches along the Jura crescent, down to

shops. Charles’s only other souvenir of those

time, to the Middle Ages, to find the first

the valleys and across the farmlands of the

times is the photograph reproduced here.

2

reference to a full-fat cheese only made in

Vaud Canton into Fribourg, where half of

The establishment of Gruyère cheese

summer on the alpine pastures of the

the Gruyère cheese is produced, and up into

dates from the 1920s when its production

Gruyère district. The mountain dwellers of

the meadows of the Fribourg’s alpine

spread in the Vaud Canton. At the end of

this corner of Switzerland were certainly the

foothills. This brings us to the Gruyère dis-

World War I, milk production shot up while

inventors of Gruyère cheese. They kept its

trict3 itself, which gave its name to a cheese

exports of cheese and condensed milk plum-

secret for a long time, until the mid-17th

that is savoured around the world. Let us

meted. The major economies had been bled

century, when travelling cheesemakers from

climb the mountains for an amazing

white. Between 1921 and 1922 the price of

Gruyère went to hire out their skills in the

encounter.

CHARLES ROCHAT IS A DESCENDANT OF THOSE
WATCHMAKING FARMERS WHO TURNED TO THE WORKBENCH
WHEN THEY HAD FINISHED WITH THE COWS.

2 The www.gruyere.com website has a comprehensive
history section.
3 One of the seven districts of the Fribourg Canton.
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It all started in the alpine pastures

Coming across this mini caravan struggling

there give the cheese an incomparable flavour,

of Fribourg

for a foothold on the slope, sweaty hikers

and that every day he has to take the wheels

wonder where he comes from or if it’s a

of cheese down to the Tzintre cellars in

Georges and Marco do not go unnoticed on

tourist office scheme to add local colour.

Charmey. Marco the mule, he continues, is

the stony mountain track. George is the boss

“How much do they pay you for doing this?”

worth any number of helicopters and this is

of a Geneva trust while Marco is a trusty,

they frequently ask. Every time Georges

how it was done in the old days – a daily

cheese-laden mule. They’re an odd couple.

laughs before coming out with an explana-

journey up and down, transporting the cheese

The man gently urges the animal on the steep-

tion. He says that farther up, at 1,900 metres,

in a hod and on the back of the mule, for

est bits using the right tone of voice to form

there’s a chalet called Morteys, where Gruyère

mountain life is not the deceptively portrayed

the right partnership. It’s a joy to hear.

is made during the day. The grass and flowers

idyll of Heidi-land or the supermarkets. He
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concludes that he and Marco both sweat
together on the steep track.
As befits the discretion of a financial trustee,
Georges is reluctant to speak about himself.
Why is he there? Why the outfit4 and gaiters5
of the master cheesemaker instead of the
three-piece suit and polished shoes? Why is
his limousine called Marco? Because, as the
native of a small mountain village and a son of
the soil, he has kept his roots intact.
This child of Bellegarde6 who loves his country, went on weekend excursions like many of
the outsiders from Fribourg, hiking over hills
and dales, from pastures to chalets and to
canteens to gulp down brimfuls of refreshment. One day, while walking beneath the
Vanil Noir range, he came across the cheesemaker, Bruno Gachet, at work in his smoky
shack, and bought a cheese from him. Then
he thought: how does this man, working in
the extreme conditions of an alpine pasture,
get his Gruyère cheeses down to the valley?
As well as he can, came the answer. With the
help of his friends and relatives, and if that
doesn’t work, he will have to stop production.
Stop? No way! Georges offers his services to
the incredulous Bruno. He, a city man, with
me, a mountain farmer? It’s unthinkable; he
must be mistaking a cowshed for an office.
That was in 1999. Since then Georges and
Marco have become part of the everyday life
of the Morteys chalet. The man and his beast
have become a pair of indispensable assistants. Without them there would doubtless no
longer be a cheese cauldron in operation in
this remote, untamed valley. Thanks to them,
tradition, in the true sense of the word, clings
to reality – a rare occurrence.
It is now more than 20 years that Bruno,
his wife, Martine, and their three small
children left the comforts and conveniences of the lowlands for the Morteys
chalet. The family stays there for four to six
weeks depending on the weather. In July
and August, the 40 cows of the herd graze
at the highest stage of an upward migration that started in May. The movement
up to the alpine pastures is more than a
4 Traditional dress of the “armaillis” or traditional herdsmen.
5 Large gaiters.
6 Village at the foot of the village Jaun mountain pass which marks the border between Bern and Fribourg Cantons and between the production zones of Gruyère AOC and Berner Alpkäse AOC.
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THANKS TO THEM, TRADITION, IN

centuries-old custom; it’s an economic

knows very well that the survival of his

fession straight away.” Well, he won’t. As

necessity. Although many farmers are now

family in agriculture depends on the bal-

a committed dairy farmer, he clings to his

increasingly reluctant to move their cows

ance between the highlands and lowlands

herd and to the alpine meadows, which he

and heifers up into the high meadows,

during the summer and on the delivery of

uses as a tenant.

Bruno could not do without the mountain

his milk to the village cheese factory in

pastures. Every spring, the herd leaves the

winter. “Without the alpine pastures, my

farm at Mézières, a village below the town

small 13-hectare farm would simply not be

of Romont. He has to move the herd three

viable. I would have to buy all the fodder,

The fire crackles beneath the cauldron.

times from one grazing area to another so

which is not an economic option, or sell

The temperature of the curds rises slowly

that the grass can grow again to produce

some of my cattle in the autumn and find

– 52°, 53° 54° – as the time nears when

the tons of fodder that will feed his cattle

some other non-farming job. That’s not my

they have to be removed by hand and

in their warm winter quarters. Bruno

idea of work. I might as well change pro-

cheesecloth according to section 4 of the

Summertime in the Vallée de Joux
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specifications entitled “specific conditions

can’t compare it with the alpine foothills,

invasive gentian restore a look of alpine

for the granting, labelling and inspection

but we are also master cheesemakers. We

meadow to these natural expanses, which

of the alpine Gruyère AOC”. In the Combe

have 280 hectares, which means 30 kilo-

are only occupied in summer. The seasonal

Noire chalet above the commune of Le Lieu

metres of fencing to set up and we are not

aspect is another link to mountain cheesemaking.
Village cheese factories like the one in Le

THE TRUE SENSE OF THE WORD, CLINGS TO REALITY.

Brassus, the high pastures of the Gruyère
district or the easier meadows of the Vallée
de Joux all constitute the Gruyère AOC

in the Vallée de Joux, Daniel Hauser per-

doing it on a bike. Furthermore, there’s the

area of production. Individual in its various

forms the same gestures as his colleague,

job of cleaning up the pastures and remov-

flavours, the extended family of Gruyère

Bruno, for this is still alpine Gruyère. The

ing the stones.” Not to mention looking

cheese is united in its variety. And that is its

only thing that has changed is the land-

after 150 heifers. The stubborn thistles and

strength.

scape. It’s gentler, wider, more accessible,
easier for man to work and less risky for
the cattle. The difference between the
Fribourg alpine pastures and those of Vaud
is first in the natural surroundings and sec-

The raw material for making Gruyère AOC cheese has to be unprocessed milk, delivered

ondly in the farming conditions. There’s no

morning and evening to the cheese factory. It comes from cows fed on natural fodder with-

Marco the mule at the Combe Noir chalet,

out preservatives, grass in summer, hay and the second growth of grass in winter, as well as

or long hours on foot. Instead the van

various strictly defined supplements. Additives during the making and maturing of the

from Fromages Gruyère SA takes delivery

cheese are prohibited. No less than 400 litres of fresh milk are needed to produce a 35-kilo

on the doorstep before driving off to

wheel of cheese. During the slow maturing of the cheese in the cellars (a minimum of five

Froideville where a branch of the company,

months), the wheels of cheese are regularly turned over and rubbed with brine. The damp

a major processor and dealer, keeps its

promotes the growth of the yeasts and bacteria that help the maturing process from the rind

cellars.

inwards.

The scale of the summer grazing has also

Gruyère comes in wheels with a live, salted rind of a uniform light brown. The rim is

changed. At the Grandsonnaz-Dessous

slightly convex. The cheese should be smooth and slightly damp to the touch, with a vel-

chalet, Félix processes the milk of 94 cows,

vety, fairly firm and not too crumbly texture. The colour changes according to the season

a seasonal yield of 170,000 kilos. Seeing

from ivory to a lemony hue. The flavours are more or less salty, straightforward, balanced

him busy around his two vats, you would

and aromatic. Fruity notes dominate and vary according to the grazing land, recalling the

think that a lowland cheesemaker had

richness and diversity of the pastures in the production zone. Gruyère is a cheese of mul-

moved his equipment up into the hills.

tiple flavours.

“That’s in fact the case”, he admits. “You
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FROM THE OPERA
TO PHILHARMONIKER

A C O N V E R S AT I O N W I T H PA M E L A R O S E N B E R G

PAMELA ROSENBERG HAS BEEN AN INNOVATOR THROUGHOUT
HER RICH MUSICAL CAREER. FOR “LETTRES DU BRASSUS”,
JEFFREY S. KINGSTON CAUGHT UP WITH PAMELA ROSENBERG TO
TALK ABOUT HER NEW ROLE WITH THE BERLIN PHILHARMONIC.

Pamela Rosenberg has had a stellar music

duction of Olivier Messiaen’s “Saint

For instance, there is an enormous differ-

career on two continents. A native Cali-

François d’Assise” no less than the world-

ence in the planning process. For opera, the

fornian, she is now the General Director

wide opera event of the season.

plans are made three or four years in

– the official title is Intendantin – of the

“Lettres du Brassus” caught up with

advance because one needs to have several

renowned Berlin Philharmonic, a post she

Pamela Rosenberg recently to talk about

singers plus conductor plus stage director

assumed in August 2006. Prior to that she

her role with the Berlin Philharmonic.

and designer on board for a single project.
If the contracts are not made early on, the

held Opera company Directorships across
Europe and in California. She has had

After so many years devotion to Grand

project will never transpire. The rehearsal

leading positions at Deutsches Schauspiel-

Opera, how have you found the transi-

periods for a single opera are between three

haus in Hamburg, the Frankfurt Opera,

tion to managing the Philharmonic?

and four weeks and the performances take

the Netherlands Opera in Amsterdam and

Definitely it is a different medium. Hands down

place anywhere from a series over the course

the Stuttgart Opera. Just prior to her

running an orchestra is much less complicated

of a month to an entire year.

taking the reins in Berlin, she was

than running an opera company. Nevertheless,

For a symphony orchestra, on the other

General Director of the San Francisco

the transition has been a huge amount of work

hand, one generally plans two years ahead,

Opera for six years, during which time

for me because I’ve had to learn the organisa-

except for their touring schedule, which is

she earned wide acclaim, including the

tional specifics and idiosyncracies of a symphony

generally done three to four years ahead.

ultimate accolade from the “New York

orchestra. I’m gradually getting to understand

Times” which called her inspired pro-

the various parameters of this new world.

The planning units are only for one week, as
a new programme is done every week (usually
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with three or four concerts of the same
programme in that week). For that week,
one needs to engage a conductor and
possibly a soloist or choir, but the forces
involved are not as myriad as in an
opera. Symphony planning is much more
flexible.
Programming decisions are taken in
different ways, as well. The General
Director of an opera company basically
creates the artistic profile of a company
by choosing the repertoire, directors,
designers, singers, and conductors. The
Music Director plays a pivotal role in consulting on many of these choices, as well.
Usually there will be themes and overriding dramaturgical ideas which give
shape to the season’s planning.
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In planning a symphony season, there may

the players. The orchestra is also completely

which approximately 500 concerts are

be some thematic threads, which weave

autonomous in deciding which of its players

performed yearly. Of those, about 140 are

it together. But the wishes of individual

play in which concert. Neither Sir Simon nor

presented by the Berlin Philharmonic.

conductors are very much taken into

I have a say in which musicians will play a par-

I am creating new programmes, such as free

account, which means that thematic plan-

ticular piece. Each group in the orchestra, such

noontime concerts, to “open up the house”

ning is sporadic.

as for example the violins, decides. I discov-

and make it a lively centre in civic life.

The planning of the Berlin Philharmonic

ered this early on when I went to look for the

is a collective endeavour. Sir Simon Rattle,

list of musicians who were to play a particular

With the enormous diversity of music

our Music Director, along with two orches-

programme and found to my surprise there

to choose from, seemingly much greater

tra members, our planning associate

was no list! Each of the groups in the

than the range of operas, do you find

Stephan Gehmacher plus myself, all mull

orchestra had created its own list.

the range liberating?

over ideas and themes and arrive at deci-

The Berliner Philharmoniker is a founda-

Stimulating. We do so many programmes

sions. Each of us provides input of varying

tion, managed by a Board comprising the

we can really delve into four centuries of

intensity, depending upon which project

Music Director, the Intendant, and two rep-

music. It widens one’s horizons. Although,

we’re discussing. But Sir Simon does have

resentatives of the orchestra, and we must

of course, in opera one presents the

the final say at the end of the day. And as

reach consensus on the big, global issues

whole gamut from baroque opera to

I said, guest conductors often come want-

affecting the orchestra.

world premières, the amount we have to

ing to do a particular programme, which

But, in spite of the democratic nature of

choose from for our symphony planning

does not necessarily fit into an overriding

this organisation, there are many areas in

is huge because we present a different

planning concept.

which I make decisions and form the

programme every week for over ten

The way in which the Berlin Philharmonic

organisation. We present an inordinate

months a year. The mass is wide-ranging.

is run differs from most other orchestras

amount of chamber music concerts each

It is a bit like being in a candy shop. We

because it is one of only three orchestras in the

season – I basically decide “what” and

want connections in the programmes. Why

world that is democratically run. This orchestra

“with whom”.

are certain pieces together in the same

has very individual work rules. The orchestra

Besides being the Intendant of the orches-

programme? But also we want there to be

members, for instance, elect their Music

tra, I also am the Intendant of the Philhar-

connections concert to concert. We can

Director. He or she is not appointed by a polit-

monie Halls. There are two concert halls

choose for example to follow the devel-

ical body or a Board of Directors, but solely by

(with 2,400 and 1,200 seats, respectively) in

opment of a composer, make connections

THE WAY IN WHICH THE BERLIN
PHILHARMONIC IS RUN DIFFERS FROM
MOST OTHER ORCHESTRAS IN THE
WORLD IN THAT IT IS DEMOCRATIC.
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between musical eras. We can make pro-

have antennas for each other. Our guest

Venezuela and found this amazing

grammatic links within a season. This

conductors remark that they have never

young player. Indeed we have more than

gives us much more room to be creative.

experienced an orchestra that reacts as

20 nationalities represented in the

instantaneously to the slightest gesture

Academy. The bass player was here for

I know that for decades you have travel-

or nuance from a conductor. They are

two years getting constant teaching

led constantly, listening to musicians,

extremely sensitive to the signals and

from the Academy. He then graduated

conductors, orchestras around the world.

moods of the conductor.

to playing as a substitute, gaining more
experience and getting a closer feel for

With that experience and with your time
in Berlin, can you point to things that

Why is that?

the way in which this orchestra works.

distinguish the Berlin Philharmonic?

This is something that they teach other.

I should say that graduates from the

It is always difficult to talk about some-

It is part of the playing culture of the

Academy have to audition for positions

thing as nebulous as sound. But the Berlin

Philharmonic. The musicians work on

in the orchestra just like everyone else.

Philharmonic is renowned for their sound.

this. You can see it during rehearsals and

The consensus is that it is burnished, warm,

particularly when a new member comes

Of course the Academy bears von

deeply rich. In the last several years under

into the orchestra. One of our bass play-

Karajan’s name. How much of a shadow

Claudio Abbado and under Sir Simon

ers is a 21-year old Venezuelan. He

does his legacy continue to cast today?

Rattle, the reputation for their stylistic lan-

joined the orchestra at the age of 18. He

Herbert von Karajan died in 1987.

guage has been extended. Sir Simon does

possessed an enormous talent at that

Definitely the reactiveness of the orches-

a lot of French works. His Ravel is simply

time, but had to learn the culture of the

tra is something that he schooled as well

magical. Under Herbert von Karajan you

orchestra. During his first year, his fellow

as the way that the musicians listen to

would have heard a very different Ravel.

bass players passed this on to him. This

each other and react to each other. So it

The sound now is so extraordinary that for

closeness of the musicians passes this tra-

really can be said that one of his legacies

many it represents something that they

dition on.

is the distinctive sound of the orchestra

Another huge factor in keeping the

which is still heard. Another element is

What is remarkable is the way the

playing culture alive is the Karajan

the way the musicians play each piece

musicians of the Philharmonic listen to

Orchestra Academy. The best young

with a passion as if it were a matter of

each other. It is as if 80 musicians or

players around the world apply for this.

life and death. That is the ethos of the

more are playing chamber music. They

Representatives of the Academy went to

orchestra, its passion for playing.

have never heard before.
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Conductor Sir Simon Rattle.
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The orchestra’s way with Beethoven

governance. How is the Berlin Philhar-

Philharmonic simply blows you away. That

carries forward as well. When you hear

monic governed and how does that effect

said, given our schedule we cannot accom-

their Beethoven or Brahms there is an

the quality of what you are able to do?

modate grand opera. There were some who

inner glow.

More than 42 percent of the funding for

thought that with my arrival we would do

But as much as von Karajan’s legacy

the Philharmonic comes from the City of

much more opera. But I am personally not in

carries forward in these respects, it is an

Berlin. The Board, by mandate, consists of

favour of expansion of the number of operas

organism that keeps evolving. Abbado

twelve people who represent a broad social

we do because they are not grand opera but

stated that he wanted to deconstruct

cross-section of the city. Each political party is

concert operas. We have to keep in mind that

that sound. Other things were important

able to nominate one delegate. There is one

we are in a city with three fulltime opera com-

to him such as a very transparent sound,

member chosen by the orchestra itself. The

panies. If we were in a city without an opera

for instance. But although Abbado led

President of the von Karajan Academy has a

company, I might come to a different view.

the orchestra down another path in cer-

place. The rest of the positions go to the

In December 2006, we did “A Flowering

tain respects, the orchestra did, actually,

financial director and two or three citizens at

Tree”, a work by John Adams. In July 2007

keep its signature burnished, muscular

large. To the Board’s credit it never interferes

we have done, at the Festival of Aix-en-

sound. Yet other doors have been

with the decisions on the repertoire, pro-

Provence, “Die Walküre” in the cycle of “Der

opened up by Sir Simon. He is a specialist

grammes or performances. They did approve

Ring der Nibelungen”. It will be played also

in French composers and also Haydn. The

my hiring as General Director and play a role

at the Salzburg Easter Festival in 2008, which

orchestra during his tenure has had sever-

in matters related to the budget, etc.

is very exciting because we bring along our

al baroque specialists conduct it, which

All of this is in marked contrast to many

very special sound for Wagner. We perform a

extended their stylistic potential. And Sir

American Boards governing symphony

staged opera at the Salzburg Easter Festival

Simon has performed quite a bit of con-

orchestras or opera companies. Never once

every year (plus several concerts). Karajan

temporary music (as did Abbado). But

has the board interfered with an artistic deci-

founded the Easter Festival and it has

while all of this has meant an extending

sion or asked for programmes to be changed.

been the exclusive “territory” of the Berlin

of the orchestra’s stylistic horizons, the

Philharmonic ever since its inception.

basic, unmistakeable sound of the orches-

Perhaps because of your background,

tra is still there, underneath it all.

I took particular note of a few opera

You mention programmes in Aix and

pieces on the schedule. What role does

Salzburg, which brings to mind the

I know that you have had to deal with

opera play in the repertoire?

extensive touring of the Philharmonic.

governing boards where the criterion for

The orchestra loves to perform opera and in

Can you tell us about your touring plans?

a post was the size of one’s donations

particular Sir Simon adores it. And with its

We do one tour of 40 concerts on the

and seen the effects of that type of

rich sound, opera performed by the Berlin

road. We visit Asia every other year and

THE BERLIN PHILHARMONIC IS RENOWNED FOR ITS
SOUND. UNDER SIR SIMON RATTLE THE REPUTATION
OF ITS STYLISTIC LANGUAGE HAS BEEN EXTENDED.
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the United States on alternate years. Next

of 2010. Every Easter we are in Salzburg (in

We have something special planned for

year we plan to visit the Baltic states. In

what used to be called the von Karajan

South Africa in 2009. We are only the second

spring 2007, we visited the Canary Islands,

Festival). We actually alternate with the

European orchestra to visit there. We have

followed by Paris, London, and Brussels.

Vienna Philharmonic in Salzburg. We are

decided to perform mainly in the townships

We will be in Japan and Korea in the

there in Easter; they are there in the

such as Soweto and will be working with the

autumn of 2008. Then there is a Balkan

summer, although we traditionally perform

wonderful South African choruses.

tour ending in Istambul in the spring of

the last two concerts of the summer

2010 plus an Australian tour in the autumn

festival, as well.

We had planned something really special
in connection with our New York visit this
autumn. In fact, we were bringing our
“Rhythm Is It” project to the Bronx (“Rhythm
Is It” is patterned after the film of the same

“RHYTHM IS IT” HAS PROVOKED POLITICAL DISCUSSIONS

name). Our dance team spent several weeks
with school kids in the Bronx schools, in par-

ABOUT SCHOOL PRIORITIES AND BUDGETS [AND]

ticular with kids who have never danced
before. Our instructors brought to them the

HAS BEEN AN IMPORTANT FORCE IN THE BATTLE TO

joys and discovery of dancing.
The root of this was a project done three

SECURE SCHOOLS’ FUNDING FOR THE ARTS.

The Berlin Philharmonie concert halls.

years ago when we went into schools in
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TOURING DATES FOR THE 2008 SEASON:
January 25, 2008: Salle Pleyel, Paris

May 1, 2008: Moscow*

January 26, 2008: Kultur- und Kongress-

May 2, 2008: Riga*

zentrum, Luzern

May 4, 2008: Tallin*

January 28, 2008: Musikverein, Vienna

May 5, 2008: Helsinki*
May 7, 2008: Stockholm*

February 19, 2008: Stuttgart*

May 8, 2008: Oslo, New Opera House

February 20, 2008: Frankfurt*
February 21, 2008: Essen, Philharmonie

June 28 through July 6, 2008:

February 22, 2008: Hanover*

Festival d’Aix-en-Provence,
Grand Théâtre de Provence

March 15 through 24, 2008: Salzburg

(“Siegfried” plus several concerts)

Easter Festival, Großes Festspielhaus
(“Die Walküre” plus several concerts)

* For further details, see
http://www.berliner-philharmoniker.de/en/home

Herbert von Karajan.

difficult neighbourhoods. Royston Muldoon

important force in the battle to secure

image that an orchestra of this renown

(from Dance United) spent several months

schools’ funding for the arts.

would be composed of old male musicians.

working with 250 school kids from the

In New York, we did two “Rhythm Is It” per-

Our average age is between 37 and 38.

rougher parts of Berlin who had never had

formances with Sir Simon in November 2007.

The remaking of the orchestra began under

any instruction or tutoring in movement. All

Our dance training team and our education

Abbado when most of the musicians from

of this was captured in a documentary film.

team were working for weeks in advance with

the von Karajan era all hit retirement age.

At the beginning you see children who were

200 school kids (again, from the rougher bor-

The audition process for finding new mu-

unruly and unable to focus. Gradually you

oughs of the city). In addition to these per-

sicians is unbelievably rigorous. Top musi-

see them begin to develop interest and to

formances, we went into six neighbourhoods

cians from all over the world come to Berlin

begin to try. By the end, their talent and abil-

in the Bronx to perform chamber music.

to compete for openings in the orchestra

ity emerges and these kids are riveting as

“Rhythm Is It” has been a kind of beacon

when they come up. The groups within the

they perform this very ambitious choreogra-

for educators and politicians making deci-

orchestra are in charge of the process. But

phy. Things come together when the musi-

sions about school budgets! The reverbera-

to give you an idea of how high the stan-

cians and the kids start rehearsing together.

tions have been enormous. And it has been

dards are, we went for three years with an

The whole thing was performed in a con-

possible thanks to generous funding from

open first violist chair. There were countless

verted warehouse in front of 2,000 people.

Deutsche Bank.

auditions before the group found someone

It is hard to describe the euphoria of the kids

There is something else that we have dis-

after their performances of “Le Sacre du

covered from this programme. The studies that

We currently have another viola opening.

Printemps“ by Stravinsky.

who met the standards.

have been done show that the arts in the

There were 38 auditions yesterday and

The “Rhythm Is It” film, which chronicles

schools stimulate growth and achievement

another 14 today, none of whom were

all of this, was a huge hit, running in cinemas

generally. Academic performance across the

accepted.

for a full year and gathering prizes along the

board rises when the arts are a part of the

way. But what is really important is how this

curriculum.

underscores the importance of the arts in

Having been enchanted by your work
in San Francisco, we are delighted by

the schools. “Rhythm Is It” has provoked

From where does the orchestra

your new enthusiasm and energy in

political discussions about school priorities

draw its musicians?

Berlin and look forward to enjoying

and budgets and has over the three years

There are seventeen nationalities represented

the results! Thank you for visiting

that the programme has existed been an

in the orchestra. Sometimes people have an

with “Lettres du Brassus”.

I
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Montreux is a town of contrasts,
offering Mediterranean gardens
on the one hand, and the imposing
Alps on the other.

EASY LIVING IN
SWITZERLAND
T H E

I N C R E D I B L E

L I G H T N E S S

O F

E AT I N G

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

THERE IS ONE ELEMENT THAT SETS THE MONTREUX RESTAURANT
PONT DE BRENT APART FROM ITS THREE-STAR BRETHREN ... IT IS
THE ONLY “HOMEY” THREE-STAR RESTAURANT IN THE WORLD.

The Montreux setting is magnificent.
Dominating from its perch at the end
of Lac Léman, the Château de Chillon.
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SEEMINGLY RESTAURANTS STRUGGLE SO MIGHTILY
AT THE THREE-STAR LEVEL ... THAT THE OXYGEN CAN
BE SUCKED OUT OF THE ROOM. PONT DE BRENT IS
DIFFERENT. THERE IS NO TENSION HERE.
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I

t is wonderful to observe human talent at its

de Brent as the only “homey” three-star

way. Not so at the top. Seemingly restaurants

best. To see a great sportsman in a “groove”,

restaurant in the world.

struggle so mightily to achieve perfection at

making winning plays without effort, to be

It is with some trepidation that I haul out

the elite three-star level – and are often so ter-

drawn into the role of a great actor who

the adjective “homey”, for it is a term which

rified of the slightest little stumble, that

makes his or her character come alive and the

carries around with it two vastly different con-

would of course be ruthlessly punished by any

theatre seemingly disappear, to hear a great

notations: one may praise a restaurant by

guide inspector who might happen to be

soprano without strain hit “that note” sin-

labeling it homey or one may denounce it.

passing through – that the oxygen can be

ging the Queen of the Night in the Magic

Only context provides a clue as to the mean-

sucked out of the room. It is as if a distance is

Flute ... Well, the same thing can happen in a

ing. Does the speaker mean to imply that the

placed between the staff and the patrons.

restaurant. A spell is cast; you, the lucky

welcome is warm and genuine and that the

Worse still, even a wall. When the staff is

patron, are drawn in and the rest is magic.

restaurant is utterly without artifice? Or is the

mortified at the prospect of putting a foot

Recently it was thus when I was fortunate

use of the term meant to be snide, suggest-

wrong, there is transference of that tension

enough to return to Pont de Brent in

ing the restaurant is crude, pedestrian, maybe

to the patrons. It is like watching Olympic

Montreux. The perfection of the meal was

even a little bit seedy?

figure skaters, waiting for the stumble, the
two-foot landing or worse a sitz mark.

other worldly. But it was the ease of the entire

It should not be thus. For use of the term

evening which makes the experience linger in

“homey” should always be reserved for those

Pont de Brent is different. There is no ten-

my memory. Gérard and Josette Rabaey, the

circumstances where the highest of praise is

sion here. From the moment one arrives there

owners of Pont de Brent, are masters at

intended. There is virtue in restaurant which is

is a sense that you are dining in the Rabaey

enveloping each guest in a comfort and

homey because of its warmth, honesty and

home, with Gérard manning the kitchen and

warmth that makes an evening there flow by.

absence of pretence. Of course those qualities

his wife, Josette, welcoming every guest and,

Better still, they and the cadres are seemingly

can be found at every price level. A humble

together with Maître d’hôtel Marc J’Espère,

effortless in doing so.

trattoria in Tuscany, bistro in Paris, or outdoor

running the dining room. There is genuine

The perfection of the meal should not be

live fish restaurant on Lantau Island in Hong

charm in her welcome and visible joy that she

surprising. Pont de Brent counts itself among

Kong, all are capable of and often succeed in

and her colleagues have in producing a won-

the elite of the elite restaurants in the world,

being homey. Oddly, it is at the top when

derful evening. Yes, there is Herculean effort

earning the highest mark Michelin can award,

being homey becomes infinitely more diffi-

required to produce a three-star meal, partic-

three stars, and the highest score accorded by

cult. In the Paris bistrot Allard, there is no strain

ularly one as light and fresh as Gérard’s style

Gault & Millau, 19 points. But there is one

in cooking up heaping platters of duck with

dictates. But that effort never shows.

element that is utterly and completely unique

olives and slapping them down without pre-

Also welcome is the banishment of artificial

about Pont de Brent that measurably sets it

tence on what are almost family style tables.

ceremony. In how many grand restaurants

apart from its crème-de-la-crème brethren. It

That’s what the patrons expect and it is warm

does the chef, clearly uncomfortable in the

is not an abuse of the word to describe Pont

and comforting – homey – done just that

role, paste a smile on his face, and conduct a

Pont de Brent's sense of place is found on its plates,
as well as on its wine card and warm wood decor.

Josette Rabaey.
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victory lap around the dining room gathering

impossibly delicate foie gras, the whole bor-

accolades? Not here. Gérard does emerge

dered by leeks. Sprinkled on top were a few

from the kitchen as each guest leaves to per-

grains of course salt. A symphony for the eyes,

sonally and warmly say goodbye as if you

the terrine was the centrepiece in a trio of pre-

were leaving his home, and in that there is no

parations. Flanking it were a few simply sauted

pretence.

bolets and a small bolets and green salad

So after a slightly frenzied day that had pre-

scented with walnut oil. The impression was

ceded arrival here, the warmth of the wel-

ethereal. The terrine was essentially weight-

come made it easy to settle into a different

less, bound together with nearly invisible

frame of mind. On this perfectly balmy

jelly. The foie gras, too, defied gravity and

September evening, I settled into a chair in

vapourised in the mouth, the mushrooms

the garden with a flute of champagne and a

setting it off with fabulous earth tones. There

mighty array of small munchies, and decided

seemed to be just a few drops of balsamic to

to turn my brain off and flow with the set

counterpoint the richness.

menu. That way I could contentedly sip the

Wine was a half bottle of 2001 Boillot Puligny

vintage Moêt, chomp little fritures of Lake

Montrachet Champ Canet. Surprisingly rich

Léman fish and do no work at all except think

with perfectly balanced citrus overtones. In a

about wines.

way the choice of a French white burgundy

The amuse-bouche set the stage. Fitting a

did not take advantage of one of Pont de

summer's night it was a tiny tartlet of

Brent’s strengths. Its sommelier, Sébastien

anchovy. This featured a base of nearly trans-

Lacroix is recognised as one of the top

parently thin slices of courgettes supporting a

Swiss sommeliers, winning his prize in the

few leaves of arugula, bits of olive and toma-

Swiss Sommelier Competition in 2005 (and

to and fresh anchovy. Drizzled over it was just

being

a hint of olive oil infused with herbs. Depend-

Chronographe Flyback for his performance).

ing on the season, Gérard offers an equally

He has assembled a spectacular selection of

ethereal variant of this dish, basing the

Swiss wines, most of which are guaranteed

tartelette on féra, an often overlooked local

never to find their way out of the country.

fish from Lake Léman. With either preparation

A visit to Pont de Brent offers the chance to

one is easily transported into the meal.

experience these gems and, better still, have

The wonder of the first course was not fully

awarded

a

Blancpain

Léman

Marc J’Espère, Maître d’hôtel.

The spring preparation of saltimbocca de ris de veau,
accented by morel mushrooms and asparagus.

the benefit of Sébastien’s navigation of the

conveyed by its advertisement on the menu as a

wine card.

terrine of foie gras and bolets. Perhaps it was

pretentions as an oenophile, I have left mat-

the word “terrine”, most often applied to

ters entirely in his hands and been led to

leaden concoctions whose fat and gristle are

discoveries of riveting Swiss wines (most

best buried in mustard and pickles, that

recently a chardonnay from Neuchâtel to rival

cloaked the true refinement of what Gérard

a fine Meursault and a pinot noir from Ticino

created. This “terrine” featured intensely

full of character and complexity) that are

savoury layers of wild bolets alternating with

never spoken of outside the country, lest the

More than once, despite my

A classic starter, tarte fine de féra.

ALSO WELCOME IS THE BANISHMENT OF ARTIFICIAL CEREMONY. GÉRARD DOES
EMERGE FROM THIS KITCHEN AS EACH GUEST LEAVES TO PERSONALLY AND WARMLY
SAY GOODBYE AS IF YOU WERE LEAVING HIS HOME.
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quantities for the Swiss themselves be
siphoned off by outsiders.
The next arrival is another marvel. Sparkling

The summer garden of
Pont de Brent, complete
with a running brook.

fresh quickly sauted rouget sitting on a bed of
artichoke hearts in a broth accented with very
tiny fresh clams and infused with bits of olive.
Rouget should evoke Provence and this dish
really did. Rabaey is a master of marrying tiny
clams and fish stock and setting them off
against whichever sparkling fresh fish and
vegetables the season has to offer.
We had only worked our way up to the second course.
What followed was a signature Rabaey
preparation, croustillants et saltimbocca de ris
de veau. Rabaey orchestrated a crunchy thin
tube of filo-like pastry surrounding sweetbreads rolled with just a hint of very mild
dried cured ham and sage, a few bits of
sautéed sweetbreads and one larger piece
with cured ham and sage, an intense parsley
sauce, brilliant green on the plate, a brown
veal reduction sauce and finally a frothy foam
sauce. There is a lot going on here, yet every
ingredient at once married and contrasted
with the others. Ham and sage are classic
partners and both were offset by the cleansing
freshness of the parsley. Similarly the textural
notes spanned the spectrum and played off
each other: the crunch of the filo tube, the
soft airy bits of sweetbreads, the vapour of
the foam. In short this was the kind of dish
only a genius can pull off.
Fourth course was a pigeon des DeuxSèvres simply roasted and served with a range
of roasted vegetables. Rabaey has a source for
pigeons that rivals Lameloise (see issue No. 2
of “Lettres du Brassus”). These are birds with
a bright, fresh taste, no hint of strong liver
flavors that detract from most pigeon dishes,
and when cooked rare a texture that simply
sublimates in the mouth. The only flaw here:
I wanted more! This was a half pigeon.
I would happily have eaten a whole one.
Speaking of whole birds, dining alone
deprived me of the chance for one of Pont de
Brent’s most revered preparations, a whole
roast Nantais duck. It is not an overstatement

Roast pigeon as it
is presented before
carving tableside.
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to posit that now only a handful of kitchens

is only one component in the presentation of

(I can personally vouch for only five restaurants

a cheese course. The other is the waiter. At

in the world) are capable of preparing a mag-

Pont de Brent, the cheese cart waiter was

nificent, roasted rare whole duck. Duck breast,

someone who was obviously and visibly

magret de canard, however well cooked is

delighted in presenting his cheese cart. At

simply not the same. The difference between

every table, when the cheese moment rolled

the two is the difference between strolling a

around I could hear his enthusiastic endorse-

20-minute mile and sprinting to cover the

ments of every cheese represented and caring

same distance in less than four minutes. So

counselling for those who wanted guidance

on this occasion, as much as I savoured every

in composing their cheese plates.

morsel of the pigeon dish, I could still in-

Dessert was done in two courses. First was

dulge in unabashed, undisguised envy, leer-

a broad array of sorbets: melon de Cavaillon,

ing at gleaming mahogany-coloured fowl

green melon, raspberries, white peach. All were

arriving at other tables around me and

perfect, but there was that little extra some-

watching the succulent perfect red slices

thing in the white peach which firmly under-

being poised onto the plates.

scored that we were in early September and

Again falling to my profound French bur-

it was peak season for the fruit. Second came

gundy prejudice, I selected a 96 Corton

a crumble of prune. This offered a nutty, flaky

Renardes from Rougeot. My impression is that

base with caramelised plum fruit poised on

EVERY SINGLE NOTE THAT PONT DE BRENT STRUCK
THAT NIGHT WAS PERFECT. THE CONCEPTION AND
BALANCE, THE RANGE, THE MILLIMETRIC PRECISION
OF THE COOKING ...
this wine was too young. The 96 burgundies

top and served with vanilla ice cream, well

seem a bit withdrawn now, having shown

flecked with bits of the bean. All this was

well a few years ago. All the bones were

followed by petits fours and chocolates.

there. Good berry fruit backed by vanilla and
the animal character one associates with a

Every single note that Pont de Brent struck

great Corton.

that night was perfect. The conception and

Cheese followed which included a broad

balance, the range, the millimetric precision

range of Gruyère variations. Given the chance,

of the cooking, the ease with which the meal

seek out a vieux Gruyère (sometimes referred

flowed and of course the friendly homelike

to as salé or salted), which should be at least

service and welcome. Easy living in Switzer-

three years old. This brings an almost Pecorino-

land indeed.

like intensity, but of course with the Gruyère
nut-like character. On equal plane with the

LE PONT DE BRENT

quality and range of the cheeses was the pre-

1817 Brent, Switzerland

sentation. Of course the cheeses were set out

Tel +41 (0)21 964 52 30

on a trolley laden with more than twenty varie-

Fax +41 (0)21 964 55 30

ties from which to choose. The cart, however,
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HOT
CLIMATE
WINES
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
Dr. George Derbalian is a LETTRES DU BRASSUS
wine expert. He is the founder of Atherton Wine Imports
located in Northern California.
Not only has he become one of the United States’ premier
importers of fine wines, but he has acquired a well-deserved
reputation as one of the leading and most respected wine
connoisseurs and expert tasters in the world.

Each year Dr. Derbalian travels the wine circuits of Europe
and the United States, meeting with producers, owners of
the finest domains, chefs de chai, and other key figures in
the world of wine. Throughout the course of each year he
tastes literally many thousands of current production and
vintage wines.
In this issue, Dr. Derbalian has assembled an impressive range
of French Rhônes, Italian Brunellos and Californian Cabernets
and convened an expert tasting panel to comment upon them.
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here are very firmly established rules and
regulations governing how wine tastings

are to be conducted and, in flagrante delicto,
we broke them. Smashed them to smithereenes. Obliterated them and grinned when we
did it. However, you wish to culturally express
it, what we did was simply scandalous. Outrageous! Preposterous! Outlandish! Sacré
bleu! Man tut das nicht!
Here is the rub. The well codified rules of
wine tastings provide, in pertinent part, that
wines arrayed in a tasting be of the same or

Raj Parr.

substantially the same grape (or combination
of grapes). Indeed, this section of the wine
tasting code until thirty years ago further
provided that the tastings should be of the
same grape from the same region. That last
code provision was largely abandoned, and
rather irreversibly so, following the famous
Paris tasting of 1976. That event rather upended the wine world when upstart California

Chef Michael Mina's
turbo roasted
on the bone.
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The aftermath of the

chardonnays and cabernets dethroned French

evening's tasting.

white burgundies and Bordeaux respectively.

This mighty array of
glasses was just for
one person!

Nonetheless, however far this trend toward
modernity may have relaxed the wine tasting
code in allowing geographical diversity, the
core stricture remains: same grape or substantially the same grape.
Together with Wine Editor Dr. George
Derbalian, “Lettres du Brassus” settled on a
plan to construct a completely illegal, malum
prohibitum, tasting, built around real life
restaurant decisions. Given a richly endowed
wine list, diners don’t have to choose a wine
or select from a grouping of wines based on
a similar or substantially similar grape. They
are free to choose a style of wine regardless
of the grape, based on how that style will
marry with the food. Not only are diners free
to do that, they should do that. So why is it
that wine tastings obey the injunction of
same or similar grape, when decisions most
typically would not be made that way? Is it
because the competitive element of a tasting – the ranking of the wines from best to
worst – is more important than the judging
of quality as an end itself?
Dr. George Derbalian assembled a top-flight
panel to embark on this outside the rules tasting. Larry Stone earned his reputation many
years ago as one of the most revered sommeliers in California. Indeed he is one of the rare
sommeliers whose fame and reputation have
defined the restaurants where he has worked.
Larry has spread his wings further still as a
Napa Valley wine- maker with his top flight
Sirita Cabernet Sauvignon.
Rajat Parr is a San Francisco sommelier of
equal league. He is currently the sommelier

Larry Stone.

at Michael Mina in San Francisco and wine
director for all the Mina restaurants. His services are so prized that he currently consults
and designs the wine cards for many of the
top restaurants around the country. Together
with yours truly the tasting was constructed
around the following premise: a comparison
of lush, ripe, fruity, generous, and full bodied
red wines that would suit a specially designed

Dr. George Derbalian.

meal featuring quail, lamb, and beef.
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And what better venue for our experiment

Although the focus of evening was to be on

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “There is none of

than the Michael Mina restaurant in the St.

hot climate reds, our notions of graceful and

the burning or hot finish that often

Francis hotel in downtown San Francisco?

proper departure for the evening featured

plagues lesser wines from the appella-

Deliberately, the chosen wines would not be

two whites. As we were featuring hot cli-

tion. There is another element to great

made with the same grape. Rather what

mate reds, we elected hot climate whites as

Condrieu, the nose and palate contrast.

they would have in common was an origin

well, both French Rhônes, a Condrieu and

You get tropical character in the nose,

from a hot climate – that is to say a climate

an Hermitage Blanc.

with the oak and vanilla in the mouth,

that would favour fruit. We settled on three

Chef Michael Mina eased us into the

regions that produce hot climate wines of

meal with a sparkling, fresh seared scallop

RAJ PARR: “This wine is all peaches and

this style: Châteauneuf-du-Pape and Côte-Rôtie

paired with fresh peas and a pea purée.

cream that somehow finds a way not to

in the Rhône region of France, Southern Tuscany

The Condrieu was up first, a 2005

be cloying.”

in Italy where the Brunello di Montalcino comes

Condrieu La Doriane from Guigal. Guigal is

from, and the Californian Napa Valley with

without contest the most famous name in

The second white arrived in parallel with the

its Cabernets.

the Northern Rhône and this is his prestige

second fish course, a magnificent turbot

almost like a white burgundy.”

As long as we were intent on committing a

small production cuvée. I found the

roasted on the bone accompanied by a dice

serious wine tasting misdemeanour we elected

wine to have an exuberant fruit character

of roasted carrots and cauliflower accented

to go whole hog with a full blown crime spree

bursting with apricot jam and oaky vanilla

by yellow raisins and a carrot purée.

built around far too much wine for four

overtones.

The savoury/sweet combination made it a
bad match for its wine pair, 1995 Hermitage

tasters. Keep in mind this was not to be one
of those barrel sample tastings at a winery

LARRY STONE: “Thumbs up. This is a rare

Blanc from Chave. Chave is a revered

where young wines are sniffed, swirled and

Condrieu that is particularly well balanced.”

domain in Hermitage for both his reds and

THERE ARE VERY FIRMLY ESTABLISHED RULES
GOVERNING HOW WINE TASTINGS ARE
TO BE CONDUCTED, AND IN FLAGRANTE
DELICTO, WE BROKE THEM.

Châteauneuf-du-Pape

then spit. This was going to be a grand dinner accompanied by our illegally paired wines
– meaning, these wines were going to be
consumed and enjoyed. Rule of thumb: the
pain threshold is passed when there is more
than one bottle per person. Many a grand
dinner has more than taught that lesson, now
well seared into memory. So our crew of wine
tasting renegades set out with a plan that
featured no less than eleven bottles for three
diners, plus Rajat who tasted with us, but
otherwise had a restaurant to tend to.

The forbidding rocky soil of Châteauneuf-du-Pape.
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Côte-Rôtie.

Gigondas with the Dentelles-de-Montmirail.

his whites. However, the Hermitage Blanc

under $37 per bottle wines, a 2001 Gigondas

was too austere, minerally and restrained to

Les Hauts de Montmirail from Brusset and a

take on the sweetness of the raisins and

2003 Châteauneuf du Pape Crau de ma

carrots with the turbot. Simultaneously all of

Mère. In theory the Châteauneuf should

us reached back to the remains of the

have prevailed. Crau de ma Mère comes

Condrieu after but a few sips and bites.

from one of the most prestigious, well

Preliminaries behind us, time to turn to

placed vineyards in Châteauneuf-du-Pape,

the main event, the hot climate reds.

that which hosts Domaine Vieux Télégraph

Notwithstanding our felonious bent for the

and Henri Bonneau’s Cuvée Célestins. Not so

evening, we did at least nod in the direction

tonight. The Gigondas was simply superb. It

of convention for the first two reds – they

offered up densely packed fruit with a finely

were selected from the same price category,

balanced structure behind it. Although the
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Crau de ma Mère had a fine fruity nose, in

places it behind the Gigondas. In 2003 the

with this wine arose from a problem which

the mouth lurked harder tannins.

problem was dehydration. The summer

vintners in California have been confronting

was the one with the infamous canicular

for years and which they mastered with bet-

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “The Gigondas has

heat wave that roasted all of France. The

ter winemaking, starting 20 years ago. The

incredible balance and fleshy texture. It is

absence of sufficient water produced a

trick is to delay harvesting, even though the

almost burgundian in its character. Les

problem. At the time of harvest, the wine

sugars have reached the point that screams

Hauts de Montmirail is the finer of the two

possessed an abundance of sugars (which

“pick me now”. This lets the phenolic com-

cuvées from Brusset and its breed is show-

of course would turn into alcohol on

pounds ripen which has to occur for the wine

ing tonight. The Crau de ma Mère is a won-

fermentation). However, at the time the

to develop pleasing roundness and depth.

derful example of mainstream Châteauneuf-

sugars were ripe, the phenolic compounds

Then to compensate for what would be too

du-Pape. Ripe, exotic, lots of fruit. It would

in the grapes were not mature. Those

high an alcohol level, add water.

have worked even better with comfort food

phenolics now will never properly

like sausages or bistrot food. This wine per-

mature. The solution should have been

LARRY STONE: “California winemakers

forms perfectly for its price category. It is

to wait. You can make great wine out

have long been accustomed to dry, hot

right up front with what it is.”

of overly dehydrated grapes, but not of

summers. They discovered that it was eas-

LARRY STONE: “The Gigondas has fine mine-

immature phenolics. The result is

ier to modify the alcohol in the wine

ral, blackberry, plum, and pepper flavours

a degree of harshness or greenness in

than the phenolics. French winemakers

that will evolve beautifully. Although lush

the tannins.”

have been more accustomed to dealing
with under ripeness than over ripeness

now it is an infant. It will only get better.
The Châteauneuf-du-Pape Crau de ma Mère is

The Châteauneuf in a way fully justified our

and could have benefited from teachings

pleasing but its vintage, 2003, is what

unconventional tasting because the difficulty

from their new world brethren. To be fair,

THE GIGONDAS HAD SUFFICIENT INTENSITY, RIPENESS, AND RICHNESS
TO BE DRUNK SIDE BY SIDE WITH THE 99- AND 100-POINT BIG BOYS.

Hermitage vineyards alongside the Rhône.
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however, in 2003 the rules of both the EU

A 1998 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée Centenaire

spinach pecorino sauce, and Holland pep-

and the local Appellations Contrôlées forbade

Brunel (100 points from Parker) and a 1991

per eggplant sauce. The Sonoma lamb

adding water. But now that there have

Côte-Rotie La Turque Guigal (99 points from

would shame many an agneau de Sisteron

been a string of rather hot, dry summers,

Parker). Raj produced two vastly different

with its succulence and mildness. The three

those rules have changed, making the

glasses for the pair, earning admiration from

different finishes would serve to contrast

‘Californian solution’ now available to

the group.

the two wines.

LARRY STONE: “The Châteauneuf is made

ing the Centenaire magnificent. It had a for-

There was however somewhat of a surprise

of blend of grapes, often with a large

ward flattering style offering up coffee,

with the quail course that accompanied the

Grenache percentage, and demands a

chocolate, blackberries, with both power

two affordable Rhônes. Michael Mina’s cook-

round glass to emphasise the sweetness

and softness in the mouth giving way to a

ing signature is to prepare variations on a

of the wine. Châteauneufs are not high in

sweet burgundy like finish.

theme. The quail consisted of three similar

tannins; what they offer is fruit in abun-

preparations, all featuring roast quail breast

dance which the shape of the glass needs

LARRY STONE: “The Centenaire vineyard

posed on a bed of lentils. However, there were

to support. The Côte-Rotie on the other

faces North. Normally that is a disability,

three sauce variations, Meyer lemon, lime and

hand is largely based on Syrah. This is a

but in Châteauneuf-du-Pape, which is

orange. The lentils also ranged from green

grape whose glories are tannins and

naturally hot, it tempers the wine and is

to beluga. The three citrus themes were vastly

structure. In a round glass both would

responsible for its almost burgundy char-

entertaining, the lemon propelling the lentils

become diffuse and flabby. However in a

acter (keeping in mind that in burgundy

more, the orange the bird. But that was not

tall glass the structure can come forth

the struggle is generally finding enough

the surprise. The Hermitage was. Opposite the

and carry the fruit in mid palate.”

heat and the ripeness it produces).”

There was no trouble in immediately find-

French winemakers.”

raisins and carrot in the previous course, the

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “The Centenaire shows

austerity of the Hermitage only provoked a

The foil for this duo of 99- and 100-point

the ying and yang of great Châteauneuf

fight. However, given the subtle citrus accents

giants was rack of lamb, again turned out

wine, blending the hot climate and cooler

with the quail, it came into its own.

by Michael Mina as a trio of saveurs. The

climate elements. In this respect it is like

rack was partly roasted, partly oil poached

another great Châteauneuf-du-Pape,

and was served with a tomato feta sauce,

Château Rayas, whose vineyard also faces

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “Warming the
Hermitage is helping. It certainly has old
wine nuances to it. The wine started out
with a woody character, not vanilla, but
older wood. Then with time the fruit has
now emerged. It would have been better
to pair this wine with cold fish, such as a
sashimi than to introduce it with the
sweet/savoury of the turbot. It is definitely
better with the restrained quail.”
LARRY STONE: “The Hermitage is a wine
with a strong personality, not for everyday. Hermitage is made the way the
Romans made wine. It will never have the
refinement later periods of monastery
winemaking brought to more northern
climes in burgundy.”
Time to move on to the big leagues. Two of
the highest rated Rhône wines in the world
entered the ring, both having earned off-thechart scores from wine guru Robert Parker.

The “Chapelle Saint-Christophe”, Hermitage.
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North. The wines benefit from working a

As long as we were breaking rules, I broke

bit to ripen, with a cooler exposure. The

yet another one. Rarely in tastings does

resulting acidity is great for the wine.”

one go downhill. Lesser wines are tasted
before great wines. Going backward gen-

Next to the Centenaire the Côte-Rotie

erally is shocking if not unpleasant. So

seemed brooding and dark. La Turque is one

reaching across the already imposing wall

of the three top Côte-Rotie vineyards, the

of glasses before me, I seized the

trio consisting of it, La Mouline and La

Gigondas. Shocking. Although it did not

Landonne. Guigal produces wines from all

have the refinement of the two major lea-

three and consumer frenzy characterises the

guers in front of it, it held its own. It had

market. Production is miniscule and the

sufficient intensity, ripeness and richness

demand overwhelming, particularly for La

to be drunk side by side with the 99- and

Turque which has the lowest production.

100-point big boys. The entire group
reached the same conclusion and two

LARRY STONE: “Of the three great Côte-

immediate decisions were made. Larry and

Rotie vineyards, I am particularly partial

I each ordered a case of the Gigondas.

to La Mouline, which has the oldest vines

That instant.

of the trio, averaging nearly 40 years. Its

It was fascinating to pair the two Rhône

wines are the most supple and generous

superstars with the three lamb prepara-

of the group.”

tions. Without doubt the tannins and

97 WAS A SPECTACULAR VINTAGE
IN TUSCANY PRODUCING WINES OF GREAT
POWER AND CHARACTER.

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “Well, we are split-

structure of the Côte-Rotie were the better

ting hairs. For me, La Turque is the most

match for the tomato/feta; the reverse for

interesting because it is the most exotic.

the spinach, where it was the Centenaire’s

Guigal makes an incredible wine.”

sweet fruit that worked better. As for the

RAJ PARR: “La Turque has an unmistakable

eggplant-tie.

green fig essence. This example from the
vintage. Although the 90s drew acclaim for

I

their lushness, the 91s with a perfect grow-

1997s, Brunello di Montalcino Vigna

ing season are superior. However, for me

Spuntali Angelini and Brunello di Montalcino

this wine is a bit of a disappointment, given

Ciacci Piccolomini Pianrosso. 97 was a spec-

its reputation. It never got out of fourth

tacular vintage in Tuscany producing wines

91 shows the balance and elegance of the

t was now time for a country change as
the two Brunellos were poured. Both were

gear. On the other hand the Centenaire is

of great power and character, which was

lovely. It has beautiful vibrant fruit and

well reflected in these two. What was

focus. However it may not be the long dis-

remarkable was the difference in the expres-

tance runner that we used to expect from

sion between two wines of the same vin-

great wines from this appellation.”

tage, same appellation and same grape. The

View approaching the ramparts of Montalcino.
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Mid-way between the Tuscan villages of Montepulciano and Montalcino, cedars snake up a hillside.

Angelini was almost burgundian in its abun-

fully reached its potential. On the other

are now in transition. I remember when

dance of sweet fruit. It had such a degree of

hand the Pianrosso has the structure to

these wines were first released they both

ripeness that George’s description of ripe

evolve over time. A bit obscured by the

showed much more sweet fruit, particu-

raisins fitted it perfectly. My description was

tannins, there are beautiful cherry fruits

larly the Angelini. They are bit like adoles-

that it was a pretty wine owing to its for-

in the wine. That beauty will emerge

cent Bordeaux, the bouquets are not yet

ward character. If the Angelini was flatter-

given time and the wine will become

there. The Angelini is really up front, but

ing, the Pianrosso reflected structure and

more interesting and complex over time.

it does not have the finish of the

deeper tones of green olive and tannin.

So for this night the Angelini is the more

Pianrosso. I agree that the Pianrosso will

rewarding of the two; for the cellar the

benefit from time. But I think this every

LARRY STONE: “Although highly rated by

Pianrosso is the wine.”

time I have this wine, no matter what the

critics, the 97 vintage posed a problem in

RAJ PARR: “There is real beauty in the

vintage. It is never à point. It is a bit like

Tuscany. Again the problem was balance

Pianrosso, but the real attraction is the

the Château Latour of Brunellos, powerful

because of dehydration and high sugar

future of this wine. Give it time to see

but reserved and always begging for more

levels being achieved before the phenolics

what it will really become.”

time.”

were mature. The Angelini although fine

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “Both of these

is a bit superficial. Outwardly pleasing

come at an awkward time. Both have

Naturally there was a course to play off the

this evening to be sure and seems to have

some of the exuberance of youth but

two Italians, American Kobe-style beef
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Alongside the famed Silverado trail, near the Oakville crossing. Napa Valley in early March.

served with Shiitake mushrooms, sushi rice

Stanley and Helen Cheng and more impor-

Bias in the judging panel or not, it was

and greens. There is no more neutral foil for

tantly both made by Mark Harold. The

the Sirita that would appeal to palates cal-

great red wine than rare beef – better still if

Meyer was fashioned as an easy crowd-

ibrated to great Bordeaux. Here was the

it is in the unctuous Kobe style.

pleaser. Forward, fruity, exuberant. A simply

classic cedar nose and restraint in the fruit

delicious example of the California, almost

that marks a wine from the Médoc. It had

jammy, style of Cabernet.

great depth and concentration and an

W

ith the cheese we returned to our

The Hestan showed its pedigree, fash-

obviously long future ahead of it. There

own backyard with three California

ioned from grapes grown on the prime

was quite a contrast between the Hestan

Cabernets – 2003 Meyer Cabernet Sauvig-

Oakville bench land. Although it was a pre-

and the Sirita in the marriage with food.

non, 2004 Hestan Cabernet and 2003 Sirita.

release bottle it showed vastly more depth,

The Hestan with its ripeness called out to

Ok. We broke another rule, slipping in a bot-

structure and ripeness than the Meyer and

be a course all of its own. Perhaps this was

tle of Larry’s wine and asking him to judge it.

also demonstrated why there is such heat

because it was a pre-release wine needing

The Meyer and Hestan are under common

in the marketplace to obtain a few pre-

some time for the fruit and structure to

ownership of the cookware impresarios

cious bottles of this wine.

come into balance.
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GEORGE DERBALIAN: “The Hestan is
incredibly young. Both the Hestan and the
Meyer tend toward the jammy California
style, with the Hestan being more complex and restrained. Mark Harold’s style
emphasises the fruit, which takes the
Cabernets almost to a Banyuls style. You
could easily make the transition from
these wines to a Banyuls.”
RAJ PARR: “The Hestan is like dessert, all
by itself. The Sirita on the other hand is a
food wine. Its refinement and balance
marry perfectly with the cheese.”
As our vinous evening drew to a close, time
to try and make sense of our eleven-bottle
journey.
For Raj Parr the favoured white was the
2005 Condrieu. For the reds it was the
Centenaire.
Larry Stone refused to nominate a “winner” as such. For this night, he inclined
toward the Centenaire, closely followed by
the Pianrosso, appreciating the beautiful
young, vibrant fruit of the Centenaire and its
elegance, complexity, and focus.

For the

Pianrosso, it was the promise of its future
that attracted him. Graciously he remained
mum on his own wine, the wonderful Sirita.
For George Derbalian the crown went to
the Côte-Rotie. He gave it the nod, finding it
to be an aristocratic wine, with great concentration, sophistication, and density of
fruit. Ripe but without being over the top.

IT WAS THE 2003 SIRITA THAT WOULD APPEAL

He found the balance perfect. He conceded
that it could be a stylistic preference,

TO PALATES CALIBRATED TO GREAT BORDEAUX.

because he likes the aristocratic pure fruit
style of Syrah. Nonetheless, Dr. Derbalian
found the Centenaire to be an extraordinary
example of Chateaneuf-du-Pape because of
the spiciness, complexity, and refinement
that it possessed, which are not often found
in the appellation.
There was universal agreement on one
point. The surprise wine of the night was the
Gigondas. It stood up to wines more than
ten times its price. Maybe I need another
case.
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SHORT STORIES 2007
FOLLOWING THE BASEL FAIR FROM 2007 WE TAKE A SHORT TOUR
THROUGH SOME OF THE INTRODUCTIONS NOW IN THE SHOPS.
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

HIS AND HERS: LÉMAN TIME ZONE
AND BLANCPAIN WOMEN TIME ZONE
His and Hers ensembles over the last 30
years have acquired a rather special cachet.
So special in fact that one department
store in Texas made His and Hers Christmas
gifts signature pieces for the store. Every
year the buzz would start months before
the appearance of the Holiday catalogue:
“what will it be this year?” And they
would never disappoint. His and Hers
camels. His and Hers submarines. His and
Hers Chocolate Mummies. Even a His and
Hers Bowling Alley!
Of course they have been copied and the
marketplace now abounds with His and
Hers offerings ranging from Spa Robe Sets
to Ultrasuede cooking aprons to piggy
banks.
Blancpain actually has not thrown its hat
into the His and Hers ring. Truly. But in the
name of equality Blancpain has introduced
at Baselworld 2007 two ranges of dual
time zone watches that could be seen as
His and Hers offerings, if you are inclined
to think that way.
The dual time zone complication is
among the most useful in the complication
pantheon. Not only to see two different
time zones at a glance, but to be able to
change one of them rapidly is more than
practical for the traveller; it is essential. It is

The Léman Time Zone.
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offers the practicality of a 100-hour power
reserve. Of course, as is the case with all
Blancpain Women watches, Blancpain
Women Time Zone comes equipped with a
deployant buckle, whose folding arms are
decorated with the JB logo.
On the His side of the equation,
Blancpain has given the dual time zone
complication on the Léman line a welcome
facelift. Fitted with larger 40 mm-diameter
cases and featuring all the Léman collection signature touches such as openworked
hands, “Aqua Lung” appliques and hourmarkers, and the Blancpain engraving

Blancpain Women Time Zone.

BLANCPAIN HAS INTRODUCED TWO RANGES OF

along the case flank, these new timepie-

DUAL TIME ZONE WATCHES THAT COULD BE

The dial on the steel versions is available in

SEEN AS HIS AND HERS OFFERINGS, IF YOU ARE

red gold version, the dial bears an opalin

INCLINED TO THINK THAT WAY.

Hers version, featuring the same 100-hour

ces are offered in both steel and red gold.
a choice of lacquered black or white. For the
hue. The movement is identical to that of the
power reserve. As with Hers, the Léman
Time Zone is outfitted with a deployant

interesting, beginning with the “Hers” side

34-mm timepieces are offered in both steel

of the equation, that dual time zone wat-

and white gold cases. Two different moods

ches have been all but non-existent in the

are created in steel, with dials in black or

women’s watch world. No longer.

champagne. In white gold the dial choice

Blancpain has recognised this special

is brown decorated with diamonds.

need for the working and travelling woman

Powered by the 5L60 automatic calibre,

with Blancpain Women Time Zone. These

the Blancpain Women Time Zone line

buckle.
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The titanium version of the Léman
Répétition Minutes Aqua Lung.
The repeater contained within
is a cathedral gong, with the
extra richness of sound of that
complication.

The hand-engraved case back bearing the image
of the Le Brassus Manufacture where the watch
was born and the window exposing the repeater
hammers to view.

patents on things the rest of us only wish we
could have invented, all the while sure we
could have if we had just put our minds to
it. Of course, that is the trick about tricks. The
fact that we can understand the invention
after we see it or after it has been explained
does not mean that we possessed the acuity
of thought to have done so before.
So it is that centuries may pass before
someone is clever enough to think of something we all wish we had thought of and
know that we could – that trick of tricks –
and brings the world something brilliantly
simple. Two years ago Blancpain did that to
watch case calendar correctors. For more
than 200 years, the sides of watches have
been burdened with bulges or dimples necessary for the setting of calendar mechanisms,
before one of Blancpain’s watchmakers
– indeed one of the elite group of master

WATER MUSIC
LÉMAN RÉPÉTITION MINUTES
AQUA LUNG

watchmakers qualified to make the 1735,
the world’s most complicated automatic
wristwatch – figured out how to hide the
correctors under the lugs. Of course this
clever solution has been awarded a patent.
This time the kudos go to a designer in
Blancpain's R&D Department in Paudex. He

There is a trick about tricks. Before you think

are convinced that we could have done it. I

has developed a clever solution for water-

that I have fallen prey to a tautological muddle

won’t be so bold as to suggest this applies to

proofing the slide for a minute repeater. This

or have written the equivalent of a mobius

all inventions – spending an evening curled

innovation debuts in Blancpain’s Léman

strip, indulge me by reading a few more lines.

up on the couch reading a gene-splitting

Répétition Minutes Aqua Lung, one of the sen-

How often do innovations, once explained

patent or a semi-conductor process patent

sations of the 2007 Basel Fair. This is another

provoke the reaction, “Well I could have

will cure you of that delusion. So putting

one of those why didn’t I think of it inventions.

thought of that!” That is the trick of tricks.

aside these categories of fearsomely compli-

Virtually all minute repeater watches

Once explained, so many groundbreaking

cated inventions, it is safe to say that the file

are possessed of slides. The slide serves two

inventions seem so easy that we, the com-

drawers of government patent offices

vital functions for the operation of the

mon man, feel, no, put it more emphatically,

around the world are overflowing with

repeater. First it commands the watch to
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your repeater on a whitewater rafting trip.
Until now, the slot in which the slide moves
simply has not leant itself to sealing. How
does one seal a slot and at the same time
allow a lever to move freely? The answer for
the industry has been, one doesn’t.
Léman Répétition Minutes Aqua Lung
solves this paradox. And hold on, because
now I am going to reveal to you the solution,
that after you have heard it, you could have
developed. The solution is to seal the slot.
Of course one cannot seal a slot and at
An ingenious gear system that connects the repeater slide
and the repeater-actuating lever via two racks and a transmission shaft, itself composed of two intermediate wheels

the same time permit the slide to move
freely within it. Centuries of making minute

and fitted with two “O-ring” gaskets that ensure the

repeaters have proven that. So what

system is watertight.

Blancpain has created is a solution that
couples the motion of the slide through a

[1] Repeater-actuating lever

[5] Intermediate wheels

[2] Springs

[6] ”O-ring” gaskets

gear and a shaft to the inside of the case.

[3] Repeater slide

[7] Shaft

The slide and its slot are, in effect, placed on

[4] Racks

the outside of the case, sealed off from the
interior. So the slot itself is not sealed, but

BLANCPAIN HAS FOUND A WATCH CASE SOLUTION

the compartment in which it resides is. That

THAT FOR HUNDREDS OF YEARS HAS ELUDED THE

causes a gear to turn a shaft – which can be

ENTIRE REST OF THE INDUSTRY.

both the command and the energy which

sound the hours, quarter hours and minutes.

turies, the slide has been an Achilles heel of

rarefied spheres of the art, for it has a cathe-

Second, the action of pulling the slide down

sorts. Unlike a crown or a calendar corrector,

dral gong. What distinguishes a cathedral

charges a spring which delivers the energy

slides have not been waterproof. Even if the

gong from other repeaters is that the sound-

which the repeater needs to function. Thus,

spirit moves you, never hop into the shower

ing rings which produce the musical tones

a slide has been an essential element of

to sing in the rain with your repeater. And it

are extra long, a full half turn more than a

minute repeaters for centuries. And for cen-

probably would not be a wise plan to take

conventional repeater. This results in richer,

is the trick. As the slide moves, its motion
sealed – and through another gear provides
the repeater requires.
The repeater itself belongs to the most

more textured tones as the repeater sounds
the hours, quarter hours and minutes.
Blancpain has chosen the two finest metals
for transmitting the harmonies of the cathedral gong: red gold and titanium. Testing has
shown that these metals have the best sound
performance. Both versions are housed in a
40-mm case and feature black dials with
applied numerals and markers.
Each Léman Répétition Minutes Aqua Lung
is destined to be a limited edition of one.
The owner will be able to specify a design to
be engraved on the case back, making each
The appearance of the slide reveals little of the clever solution that seals it.

piece bespoke and unique.
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DEAR READER OF
LETTRES DU BRASSUS
You are looking at the third issue of the Lettres du Brassus and we hope you
gain as much pleasure from reading it as we have experienced in preparing it!
Maybe you received this copy directly in your mailbox? If so, we are delighted to
count you among our subscribers and/or members of the Blancpain Register of
Connoisseurs, and we wish to thank you most sincerely for your interest and your
confidence!
If you are discovering this magazine for the first time and wish to receive
subsequent issues of the Lettres du Brassus free of charge, we invite you to
fill in the subscription form on our website at the following address:
http://www.blancpain.ch/e/downloads/lettres_du_brassus
You may also send us your request by e-mail to pr@blancpain.com, or else
fill out the enclosed coupon and send it to the address indicated below.

ARE YOU ALREADY A MEMBER OF THE REGISTER OF CONNOISSEURS?
Yes

No

(If yes, you automatically receive the LETTRES DU BRASSUS.)

Mrs.

Mr.

Please use capital letters. Thank you.

Last name

First Name

Street and no.

Postal Code

City

Country

E-mail address

Language

French

German

English

If you no longer wish to receive the magazine, kindly tick the appropriate box.
I do not wish to receive the next issues of the LETTRES DU BRASSUS.

Spanish

Please affix
a postage stamp

BLANCPAIN SA
Le Rocher 12
CH-1348 Le Brassus

SHORT TAKES FROM THE BLANCPAIN NEWS-WIRE
BLANCPAIN SPONSORS PEKING-PARIS 2007 RALLYE

the Place Vendôme in Paris. Crossing rivers
without bridges, challenging the Gobi

In our modern lives we often forget that the

the granddaddy of four-wheeled grit and

Desert, bouncing along roads so primitive

words “automobile” and “adventure” for-

pluck, the Peking-Paris rallye.

that it could be firmly concluded that Prince

merly had a close association. Some may has-

Imagine hoisting oneself into the driver’s

Borghese had it better a century earlier

ten to say that motoring down the French

seat of a classic vintage motor car, in some

when there were no roads at all. Of course it

Autoroute du Soleil during a journée rouge,

cases a pre-1925 example, setting goggles

was foolhardy for Prince Borghese to imag-

or plunging into the heart of the Los Angeles

in place, perhaps wiggling digits into gloves

ine this automotive flight of fancy in 1907 to

freeway system, or, as recently reported by

and setting out from Peking to retrace Prince

demonstrate that these sputtering, primitive

the “Wall Street Journal”, navigating the alleys

Borghese’s 1907 route to Paris. Five thou-

machines were capable of traversing a con-

of Tokyo with the supersized Hummer SUV,

sand miles over thirty five days following a

tinent and unimaginably deranged for a

qualify as legitimate adventures. We won’t

route across both Inner and Outer Mongolia,

French fairground worker, who reading of

rise to the bait to decide whether these truly

along the Russian steppes, up through

the Prince’s plans, to decide to challenge him

merit being classed as motoring adventures,

Moscow, Riga, Vilnius, then finally down

despite never having driven before. There

but we can, without controversy, point to

into Reims before triumphantly rolling into

was little dilution of that devil-may-care spir-

one example where the spirit of adventure
that was tightly bound to the automobile
in those nascent years at the turn of the
20th century is still vibrantly alive and vivid,

On day 2, an unplanned detour off the route book.

The limited edition Chronographe
Flyback Grande Date ”Peking to
Paris“ in the red colour motif.

The start: departing from the Great Wall.
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it when the historic Prince vs. Pauper race

significance of this re-enactment of the 1907

to Paris” was created to commemorate this

across a continent was re-created in 2007.

race, Blancpain was particularly delighted to

historic rallye. Inspired by the yellow/red

be the exclusive sponsor of the event.

logo of the rallye, the special edition Peking

For 260 drivers (130 cars) it was a full-on,
supercharged, total immersion motoring

Not only did Blancpain reward two drivers

to Paris Flybacks are fashioned in two series,

adventure. And a rare one at that. The 2007

for their exceptional spirit with Léman Time

one in yellow and one in red, with the dials,

Peking-Paris rallye marked only the third

Zone watches, Timothey Scott (driving a 1903

hands, and straps expressing each colour

time in a full century that stalwart drivers

Mercedes) and Peter Livanos (at the wheel of

theme. Both of the series are also out-

tested themselves and their machines on this

a 1929 Bentley), but a special limited edition

fitted with a special gold rotor bearing the

5,000-mile route. Recognising the historical

Chronographe Flyback Grande Date “Peking

Peking-Paris rally logo which is visible
through the clear case back. The red series
and yellow series are each limited to but
130 examples.
Blancpain celebrated both the start and
the finish for the driving teams. Alain
Delamuraz, Head of Marketing, and André
Meier, Head of Sales, flew to Peking to give
the intrepid drivers a hearty send-off. At the
other end, a champagne reception held in
Blancpain’s rue de la Paix Paris boutique
rewarded all the drivers, those of the 105 cars
that finished the race and their compatriots,
whose mechanical karma was somewhat
less favourable.

Day 10, in Mongolia and heading toward the Russian border.

All the watches of the “Peking-Paris” limited edition series feature this custom gold winding rotor.

An ”on arrival“ celebration in the Place Vendôme.

SHORT TAKES FROM THE BLANCPAIN NEWS-WIRE
BLANCPAIN DEBUTS A LINE OF PENS

pieces. The mutual recognition of this common ground and spirit has led to the intro-

It is frequently the case that collectors of

duction of a special limited edition of 35

Haute Horlogerie pursuing their love of

Grayson Tighe Blancpain titanium pens that

exquisite craftsmanship gravitate toward

will be offered exclusively in Blancpain bou-

other fine objets d’art, a category which

tiques. Fashioned out of massive, solid tita-

justly includes exclusive fountain pens. Not

nium and perfectly balanced in the hand,

only does Blancpain appreciate this natural

Grayson Tighe’s distinctive hand-carving

link between these two worlds, but it saw

expresses multiple Blancpain motifs. The tip

even deeper connections when it came across

reflects the design of Blancpain’s crown and

the handiwork of the famed Canadian pen-

Blancpain’s signature moon-phase deco-

maker, Grayson Tighe. There is no factory

rates the clip. The Blancpain pens are

producing Grayson Tighe pens; he works

offered in fountain, ballpoint and roller

solo in his Toronto atelier, fashioning each

models. If more than one model is desired,

writing instrument himself, working entirely

all of the models of a set ordered together

by hand. His speciality is laborious hand-

will bear the same serial number.

carving of titanium.

When Blancpain CEO Marc A. Hayek discovered Grayson Tighe he immediately appreciated the commonality of approach and methodology between Grayson’s and Blancpain’s atelier in Le Brassus: uncompromising devotion to
traditional handicrafts and one craftsman
working beginning to end on each creation.
More than that, Grayson Tighe’s speciality of
hand-carving mirrors that same speciality
practiced by Blancpain, whose artisans produce hand-carved plates and rotors for special
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BASEL COLLECTORS‘ RECEPTION
the new Fifty Fathoms collection that has
had the halls of Basel buzzing. As always
CEO Marc A. Hayek was on hand, assisted by
Jeff Kingston not only to present the entire
new collection, but report on the past year
at Blancpain. And for the second year in a
row, eyes trained on both his wrists – one
wearing the new Fifty Fathoms Tourbillon,
the other a prototype giving a hint of what
is to come next year. The collectors have
learned well, for last year at Basel, the
second wrist bore a prototype of the Le
Brassus 8 Jours watch with the 13R0 movement which debuted six months after Basel
in October.

The highlight of the evening: Marc A. Hayek presents the 2007 novelties to the collectors.

It was a gathering of the tribe. As has be-

“Bistrot Blancpain” in order to welcome col-

come a longstanding tradition, Saturday

lectors from around the world, who always

evening brings about a transformation of

reserve the night for the Blancpain cocktail

the Blancpain booth at the Basel fair. Only

reception.

moments before the collectors arrive, the

And how the tribe has grown! This year

upstairs of the booth, normally devoted to

more than 50 collectors jammed into the

receiving journalists and dealers becomes

room (standing room only), to see first-hand

Jeff Kingston narrates.

SHORT TAKES FROM THE BLANCPAIN NEWS-WIRE
BLANCPAIN THE OFFICIAL TIMEKEEPER AT THE BOCUSE D’OR
There have long been strong ties between
Blancpain and the world of gastronomy. The
respect for tradition, the constant search for
refinement and quality, and the spirit of
inventiveness are values which Blancpain
shares with the finest chefs in the world.
Once again, Blancpain was proud to have
been chosen as the official timekeeper for the
most prestigious culinary competition in the
world, the Bocuse d’Or. Invented by and
named for the legendary three-star Lyonnais
chef, Paul Bocuse, this competition held biannually in Lyon pits the most talented young
chefs from around the world in a cooking
competition against each other. In January
2007, operating under strict time limits, the
entrants were challenged to create dishes with
the savours of Chicken Bresse, Norwegian

A face familiar to gourmets around the world,

White Halibut and Norwegian Reg King Crab.

Paul Bocuse.

Judging was by a panel composed of awardwinning chefs, including of course as the
President of the Jury, Paul Bocuse himself, as
well as acclaimed Swiss chef Philippe Rochat,
featured in issue No. 1 of “Lettres du Brassus”
(both of whom, incidentally, are Blancpain
owners). The victor this year was Fabrice
Desvignes from the Cuisines de la Présidence
du Sénat in Paris. Alain Delamuraz, Head of
Marketing for Blancpain, was present to
Timed by a replica Blancpain Flyback clock, one of
the competitors crafts a dish.

award Fabrice a Blancpain Léman Réveil GMT
watch in celebration of his triumph.
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BLANCPAIN. A TRADITION OF INNOVATION. SINCE 1735.

FROM THE ROOTS
OF COUSTEAU

Flying one-minute tourbillon
comprising 52 individual parts

2007/2008

The Manufacture Blancpain presents an unusual contrast between the spectacular aerial construction
of its flying tourbillon and the sporting style of its legendary Fifty Fathoms diver’s watch. Waterresistant to 300 metres, the “Fifty Fathoms Tourbillon” (ref. 5025-3630-52) is fitted with a sapphire
crystal case-back revealing a hand-engraved oscillating weight specially created for this model.

The New 2007 Edition Fifty Fathoms

MICHELANGELO’S
CHRONOGRAPH
How Blancpain Revolutionized
Chronograph Design

GRUYÈRE AOC
A
A Force
Force of
of Nature
Nature

2007/2008

